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VOL. XIV.— NO.

HOLLAND,

19.

The buildingsin

LOCAL ITEMS.

The Holland Git; Hois
every Saturday.

to celebrate the

The Jnne bag has a pretty wing,
The old bed bng has fame,
The “ire bug” has no wings at all
Rut he “gets there” all the same.

Fourth this

year?

glMrt}.

fjutfnes*

Ghas. D. Tillo of the Chicago News-

Coaaiiiloa Mirchi&t.

The

been doing

T>EACH, W. H. CommissionMerchant, and good

service the past week and our streets
dealer in
In Grain,
Grain. Floor and 1Prodoce. Hiehest
market price paid for wheat, Office In Brick are in good condition.

Jj

store,corner Eighth and Fish streets.

Drop and Vtdlelssi.

pvOEBBUKG.J.O.Dealer in Drags and Medl±J cines, Paints and Oils, Brashes, Ac. Phy-

yAN

op. Eighth 8t.

W

Holland

"^yALSH, HEBER,

Dragglst and Pharmacist;a
foil stock of goods appertaining to the bos-

MEK

for

from the General Synod held

The
this

follow. -

its

per-

*

_

—

-

matter deleterious I Messrs. Van

---

„„

-

its

many

a

‘

A Krrkhof

Laedioehd

the banks ol the river and

Board are determinedto prosecute

all vio-

letter,
lators of tbo statute.

annual catalogue of the State Ag-

Civil Service

1

1°

tlon for Postal Clerks held at Grand

_
list

from

___

tills

__

Wiersema, of this

locality.

our

laauc.

It takes live men to make a live town.
Reform examlna- Dead men are only fit to inhabit cerae-

Rap-

kriei. « they are really decently dead,

been received at
ids last Thursday morning, Anthony dead
office. We fail to discover any stu-

dents in the

G. P. Hummer, who has

any

its

to the public health in the water, or

at

ricultural College has

iness.

Prof.

h||U offlclal doe| (or

have placed twelve signs on the banks of

At the

City has a case of over-zealous

is likely to

Roecob Corklikq says that tbo small-

upon bftve ^eeQ licensed as plumbers and are
bay. The signs now ready to do any work iu that line,
are substantially gotten up, are placed in I They have a large and complete stock of'
8. Dutton.
conspicuousplaces,and there is no excuse geeda and will furnish estimates of work
We have received a communication for persons disobeying the law. The on application.They will have I new
from North Holland,but as tfee name of

and too much club in the
place. We understandthat a suit

damages

695.

Gertrude Jekel. | price for a year, and does more for

The Board of Wafer CommUaloner.

Syracuse, N. Y., from delegate Rev. Chas.

policeman
wrong

I

NO.

neighborhood fur nothing than

Some men with the Lewis Hand Fire
Extinguisher gave an exhibitionat the
the author does.not accompany the
City Hotel corner last Thursday evening.
we cannot publish it.

PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer In Drags, Medl-

cines, Paints, Oils, etc. Proprietor of Dr.
Van den Berge’s Family Medicines. River Street.

to Miss

print in this issue a very interesting sons not to deposit

letter
street sprinkler has

the

Black River and the Bay notifying all

We

paper Union called on us Thursday.

sicians prescriptionscaretallypot

/^Married:— At the residence of

course of erection on

Mr. John De Jong

(published

Do we want

WHOLE

13, 1885.

Eighth street are taking form and ad<k bride’s parents in New Gronnigen, on eat county newspaper is worth more to
much to the lively appearanceof the city! Tuesday, June 2, 1886, by Rev. J. Kremer, country subscribers in one month than

July Fourth comes on Saturday.

A Weekly Newspaper

SATURDAY, JUNE

MICH.,

city,

all

over, we tenderly lay them

in throwing six- to the sleep of the tomb, but

teeo hundred and twenty-two cards

made

dead

to all

iway

they ire

if

enterpriseand spirit, outside

for

so

Business at the Park is rapidly picking I but five mistakes. The time allotted
the narrow limita of their own selfish
conducted our Public Schools up. The Chicago aud West Mich. R’y this work in examinationis two hours and interests, and yet persist in walking
[lor three year, put ha. been encaged for are selling ticketsfrom Grand Rapids and a half. Wiersema performed the duty In around, moving their calloused hearts and
Carpets, Coffins,Picture frames,etc.; River tii ' Unother year by the Board of Education.
return good for the whole season at
one hour and eighteen minutes and an- COD8C^ence8wheroreal business is wont
swered every one of the one hundred ques- to push and throb with vigor, they are
Omni Dialer*.
The weather turned colder after the
To those wishing to attend the camp lion8 Hig rallng lg 99
That ^ prelly only like the drone bees, in the way until
‘'IT’AN PUTTEN, G. A SONS. GeneralDealer! in heavy storm of last Sunday, and on Monmeeting
at
Bangor
on
June
18,
10
and
20,
near
perfectjoa/
Tony
is
a
good postal they are stung to death and dragged out>
Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and
day night "Jack Frost” visited this sec- round trip tickets will be sold on
Capa, Floor, Provisions,etc. River street.
and we doubt if his record can be 8ldo the hive of legitimate industry.;
fanltnn.

jfflciently

to
| -

$1.

^

V

those

tion but no damage was done by the visit. dates for one and one-third fare,

Hotili,

QITY HOTEL, Wllllwns

_ Bros., Proprietors.
hotel In the city. Is located in the business center of the town and has
one of the largest and best sample rooms in the
state, Free bus In connection with the hotel.

The only

first-class

'DHGSNIX HOTEL.

Twelve really live men are worth more to
a
town generally,than | round full
The members of the G. A. R. Post are
The exercises at Hope College during thousand of such useless material that
requested to meet in Lyceum Hail on next
/news reaches us just as we goto PreB3 I the Commencement week of 1885, will be I iayg around like rubbish in a rushing
Monday evening at 7:30 o’clock sharp.
that Rev. Daniel Van Pelt has been ap- a8 jol|OW8; juae nth, the examinationof stream that is aching and foaming to turn
Bayess of importance is to be iransacied poiDte(1„y Qcnoral 8ynod prorc8Bor ln the lh|j under(!riaua-te c]aBM!. Jn[10 19tll, ln mll|s and (a0 “
return not later than June

Jas. Ryder, proprietor.
Located near the C. A W. M. R’y depot, has and ail the member, miut
good facilities for the traveling public, and its the meeting.
table is unsurpassed. Free back for accommo-

A

Y

E

RKATE, G.

J., Livery

and Boardlns Lyceum hall on next Friday night, the

/

Stable. Fine rigs and good horses can
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’i nroceeds to go to the school library. Adhotel.

can be
O. Breyman’swithout extra

mission 25 cents. Reserved seats

VTIBBELtNK.J.H.,

Livery and Sale Stable; secured at
Ninth street, near Market.
charge.
Kmfictortn,Xllli, Shops, Xtc.

ix

Seminary at Hope

The appointment

.

.^,i^^d7D

r

1U«

suad^ toe

rm7oUrbyTe\:lt«Zdt™ be
•ir was full of electricity and fluhe. of
„„„ Ka)n MQred

.

lightning

The Heywood company gave

were

cbildreo

I

‘^d

T>E8T,

R. B., Physicianand Burgeon, can bd
found in hla office In First Ward Drag Store, on that instrument.
on Eighth street.

1

the instruments were found to
X^urned out.”

be

|

.....M

JX.

Idence on Twelftn aireet, cor. of
arket St.
Office at the drag store of Kramers A Bangs.. Office honre from 11 a. m. to 12 m.,and Horn 5 to 6 p.m

'VTATEB, O.

E.. Physician and Surgeon. Office
at residence on the corner of River and
Eleventh streets, formerly occnpied by the late Dr.
Ledeboer.

x

Witehiissitarilry.

REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler,and

1>

"Fire bugs”

Physicianand Surgeon. Res-

theMellphonl - -

-D

dealer in fancy gooda. Corner of Market
and Eighth streets.

YKHUYSBN, H., dealer in

Watchia,Clocks,
Jewelry and Spectacles,cor. Ninth and Ce-

dar etreeta.

Z pi"

age I

Zge\^.r7,oZ“;.d d“.7

m.,

^

The Water Commissioners wish usto none
of the req

set fire to one

under .be

.. 7 :S0 o'clock p.

The

JJ

REMERS, B..,

|

In tbe

P'*“

Chapel,

musical concert by the students; June Some of the members expressed the de23d, st 10 o’Cock a m., meeting of the lability of having . tempor.rypl.eeof

three of

‘1TAN RAALTB, B., dealearin Farm imple* were apparently well pleased with Mr.
V menla and machinery. Cor. River and Heywood's impersonations which were
Ninth Streets.
very well taken. The flute solos were
Phyiiciaai.
simply immense. Mr. Davis is an artist

17'

W

College. I lhe evcninlIi am)lveraary ot

is

East.

Livery sal Sals Stabler
A

Theologies'.

30.

The membera of the First Reformed
a good one and will aoc[eiy. June 2othf at 7:30 o’clock, p. m.,
give
general
satisfactionin the West as I in Ho'p’e cj1uIC|,j \j,e baccalaureateser- 1 Church of this city held a meeting at the
Prof. Shepard will give a concert with
1 as in the
| moo. June 22ndf,at 2:30 o’clock p. m., in | College Chapel last Tuesday evening to
some of the pupils of the public schools in

dation of guests.

JJ

be present at|l

good

.

I

“^Ible

T. monume^ Igl't

..

Board "Let cession and name it the A. C. Van Raalte
employed,” while Memorial Church. The matter waa dis-

policy of our School

but

home

talent be

inform the public that they are ready to very commendable,

is

not always attended cussed

at length

and was

finally

poatponed

Hope Col
receive applications for permits to tap the by the best results. The Public School is until next Wednesday evening when
lege on last Tuesday night and a general
mains for water for domestic purposes, the most importantof our institutionsand another meeting will be held for the puralarm was sounded at 9:45 which was
The water can be had for a slight cost and should be carefully guardeij. The larger pose of deciding the matter. Although
promptly responded to by the fire depart
is of great convenience to all citizenswho the school the greater the necessity for differenceof opinion was held the best of
mentwho rendered valuable services in
own homes in the city. The Board have having the best snd most experienced harmony prevailedthroughoutthe meetsaving other buildings adjoining. The
received but & few applications so far, but teachers. Economy in salaries, while con- iug.
building was a frame structure and burned
t has been owing largely to tbo fact that | Bistent with the business management of | 0jfB ajler lhe olber 0j lbe 0|(j Mtt]ert 0f
very rapidly. The loss to the College
people were not aware that water could be the school, will not alwayf result in being jj0jian(j pagg away# Thursday aftern
about $1,200; insured for $400.
had. We expect to see a large number of the best for the moral and mental attainPfanstiebl, well kn<
The firemen after the fire of last Tues- consumers by next fall and the work in a ments of the seven or eight hundred tbroUgbout^ c|ty and far aurrounding
pupils entrustedto the care and training W|| carrje(j ^ ber grave. She
day night clamored loudly for refresh- good paying
itation buildings belonging to

1

condition.

ments,

bjit

none came.

It

seems to us

that out people should interest themselves

^orirtiw.

^

\* p
Mr.

R.

n»
De

mhn

nrPRPntpj

Stellini, who presented

o

a

.

PV

p p

.

or

of the Teach<,T PareDt8
but liule had been helpless for four
altent|on ^ wtoii teaching their

children,

jL

and

^

one-Ualf

^

time ago the exciting drama of war heQCe the grealer tbe necessity for the
j hesltlrwaa good Last Monday
at least short
ttmoo anrl f'pnpa ontltlprt“Th« Drummer
_____ _______ __ I generar DCIITu ww gowa. liM* Jionuaj
times .nd icene. eDtilled The
of Moe^on, ,he people'. eerTUti, |ha wl| unB,uallychMllul ,nd w,n, ud
serve the members each with a good hot
z. o. of o. r.
cup of coffee at such times. With wet Boy or the Bpy of the Shenendoeh for u,|Dg eitraordlnwy cut Id the «• | retir,dMondv night In her mail heiltb, ('
Holland City' Lodge, No. 1M, Independent
Grend Haven under the auspice, of Co. F, | lectlon The lmount of lt|ar, or the fact an(, WM |a0D u,e(|p
.Ur^that^
* its
“ regular meetings feet and wet clothes it would not come
Order of Odd Fellows, I
holds
at Odd Fellow’a Hall, Holland, Mich., on Tueaday
Mich.
8. T., will present the piece here [
applicant
resides in this place,
amiss to those who have labored long and
night woke her up and frightened .
eveningof each week.
for the benefit of A. C. Van Raalte Post
should be no argument in favor of hiring iiurh She complained of her back, then Of**
YlaiUng brothers are cordiallyInvited.
hard for the purpose of saving property.
A. J. Clabk, N. G.
No. 262, G. A. R. The play will be ready this or that teacher. The Board should
W. Zhh, R. B.
composedly laid herself down
if to
The farmers of this locality are now in about a week or ten days. With the employ none but the very best teachers resleep, closed her eyi, ipoke only a few
F. A A. X.
Afforded an excellent opportunity of im- exceptionof one, and possiblytwo char- gardlessof salary or residence and we
A Regular Communicationof Unity Lodge, proving their steck. Mr. Jas. S. Purdy acters,the play will be presented by local >ope that the parents of Holland will de- words,, arid in a few momenU gently and
No.1S1,F. AA. M., will Be held at Masonic Hall
painlesslypassed to her heavenly home.
fiollanci,Mich., at 7 o'clock, on Wednesday has made a few trips to Kentucky and has talent. It Is filled with scenes that were mand it.
Thursday alternoonjit 1:80 the funeral ; t.
evenl
ilngs, Jan.
Jan. 28, treo.
Feb. x>,
», March 25, April 22, secured some very fine short horn Dur- common during the late war and is a
May 27, Jane 24, July 22, Ang. 19, Sept. 25, Oct. 21,
Last Monday, the second Monday in^ icrvice* wereybegun at the heme with
Nov. 18, Dec. 16. at. John, a daya Jnne 24, and hams. He has sold several to farmers in drama that filft houses wherever presented.
Dec. 27.
June, was the time set apart by the city reading of the\cript$reby Rev. T. W.
the neighborhood and has a few still on Co. F. at Grand Haven cleared over one
0. Bbitxan, W. M.
charter as the time for the annual review lljones,and pra^r by Rev. H. E. Dosker,,
D. L. Botd. Stc'v.
hand which are full blooded registered hundred dollars in presentingit three
of the fire department. Accordingly the jof Grand Haven, \and continued at Hep*
cattle. He will show them to all who de- nights. And there is no doubt but what
Cblel ordered out the department and ^Church. Rev. J^nee preached the sersire to see them and as he asks but a it will take here.
several trials of efficiency were made. The mon, followed by remerki by Rev. 0,
moderate price for the cattle he shouh
Pro&iot, Etc.
The exacutlve Committee of the South first one wes at the City Hotel. The Hook HScott, D. D., who gave Interestingremlnmeet with no difficulty in disposing 0
(WHOLSSALB.)
Ottawa
and West Kent AgriculturalSo- and Ladder men placed ladden in position I licences of the deceased. After tinging
Uhem.
CorrtcUd every Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
ciety, appointed public meetings to be held and scaled the walli of the building. The Rock of Axes,” Pref. Bteffene made a

enough

L.
Rummer

in the fire department to

^

Th(

'

tbat

m

^

Out

JtaM.

(

Applea, 50c; Beans, 80c. $1.00; Batter. 11,12c;
Eggs, lie; Honey, 12c; Onions, 50c; Potatoes,

Last

Monday night no

less

than three 1 in the following placet: Fillmore, June

hose boys were to run from Van

derVeen’i few

appropriate remaifca In the Holland-

fires of Incendiary origin occurred in thla 1 10, at the store of B. Volmari; Graafschap corner, a block from the Hotel, lay hoae ish language.The
BIT4IL.
enough to reach the top of the building, presslve and solemn.
Apples. 60c; Beans, $1.25; Batt«r,12, 18c; city. The tint fire waa an old dwellingIthe tame day as at Fillmore at 7 o'clock
Eggs, 12c; Honey, 14c; Unions, 50c; Potatoes, 80c. near the round home of the Chicago and p. m., at the store of Notler & Lokker; take tbeir hole ap the leddere and get June day when nat

Onto, Fnd,

Etc.
(WHOUUALS.)
(Corrected every Friday by W. H. Beach.)
Bnckwheat, 40c; Bran, * 100 l>s.,TOc; Barley

;

West Mich. R’y

when

city,

grave and laid h«r

in the eastern part of the North Holland, Saturday, June 18, at 4 p. water. This trial wag made by Protection
and broke out at eleven o’clock. m. at the store of A. Wagenaar, same Hose Co. in 4 minutes and by the Eagle
The second fire was in an unoccupied evening at Fireman’sHall, Zeeland; Vries- Company In 3^ minutes. The seconc

house on Second street near River and the
ruie vviu

new,

mu

iva., «

alarm

.

ton, $20J0: Feed, W 100 »s., 1.20c
. .
$9.00; Middling, *100 Me., 80c; Oats, new, 85c;
Rye,50c:
iimotny
Peari Barley Ji 100 De.t $6,00 I;
: Rye,
50c; Tiooth
Foltz, 90;
Seed, $1.80^Wheat, white, 90; Red
R.

UTAH..

was sounded at

land, June 15, at

Den

Herder & Taunts’

store, the same evening at Drenthe at the

half past one.

trial was a

run from the Hotel to the City

Hall, a distanceof nearly

a

quarter of

1

ahop of Baxter & Son

on

River street

was

pressing an opinion
tnd of

aa to

the project

showing their interestin

they carried Mrs.

down

resurrection,morn, by

daughter Maggie,'

“ISP
or Patoto, OUa,

side of her
death, soma
to mourn.

years since, she j never

the

front in

The

one and

feet; lay 150 feet of

min
run of 10

three-quarter

third trial waa a

hoae, get water, taki

born

\

at Yelp, near

F. Pfanstiebl Jane 5th, 1833, and came to
thla

country with bar hustiand in 1847,

the commit- out one length and pat in new one fros where, together pith him ihb has lived a
gulihed by the watchman of the Standard
life of varlooa vicissitudes.|ln 1888 Mr.
Roller Mills. Thera waa alio an attempt ee at these time*. The supply of ticket* cert. This feet the Eagles performed to
minate
and
85
second!
while
the
Proand Mrs. Pfanstiebl
made to lira the barn of Eaqoira Fairbanks ire limited and those who desire them
tection
"got
there”
to
good
shape
to
den wedding,
on Eleventh street, bat for some reason ibould apply to the committee at an early
the combustibles placed there for the pur- date. The project will be carried through mlnnte and 15 seoends. The Protectioi of children,
rill be presented for aaie by

seed, $2.50.

sleep until the

e

w

waa

lovllest

anstlebl to her

Arnbeim, Netherlands, Dsc. 17, 1812,
making her 78 yean, 5 months, and 21
days of age. 0pe wee mimed to Mr. P.

the mat- utea.

er by purchasing the annual tickets that

beautiful

was her

Mrs. Pfanstiebl

I

Buckwheat, 50c; Bran, * 100 *«., 80c; Barley, * discovered to be on fire at an early hour
160 lha., $1.10; Clover seed, * lb., $5.50; Corn
Meal, * 100 As., 1 JO ; Coro, shelled,55c; Flour, Tueaday morning bat waa promptly extin-

were im-

was e

mile, lay 50 feet of hose, and get water

Both of these buildingswere consumed, tore ot F. Boonstra at 7 o'clock. The
The object of these meetings are to give the Protection performed this feat in tw^
minntei while the Eagles again came U
third was a small affair. The blacksmith armers of the colony an opportunity0

the loss being nominally nothing.

ercises

work. That we bato and the lint fair will be held next fall Company numbered eleven men while tb
soma wretch to oar midst whose neck With 0 strong and e long poll all together Eagles bad bat nine. There trials wef
abort time
with * “hemp neck ti," I the fair, pound, »ni til, will be pulled
should be
Utridatud thUhewlll.lfdlMOTnri.lfromoMth*box (alluded in food ranreceive tbo detervod poalebment lecuttlnJ ninf condition oo a food ud eufe be*.
Jnddnf from the feellni of muyot tb^Letell dolbelr ntmoet ud the object It
pose failed to do the

m

•A

P

v •.

'

-

m

WM

r

t-v

|olIiin4 fils

|«

HOLL AND CITY. MICHIGAN.

The

bodies were slashed with knives ury, vice A. M, Grangewer, of Ohio, represented a sickening spectacle. The
dead weie brought in in wagons. The Ameri- signed by request. Codeotors of Customs
cans were oared for, but the bodies of the Mexi- —Charles H. Bobinson for the District
cans lay here for honra before anything was of Wilmington, N. C.; John C. Byxbee
done to them. Finally "Josie"and "Jennie," for ihe District of New Haven, Conn. Betwo well-known women of the town, with the
aid of a Mexican woman, washed the bodies, ceiver of Public Moneys— Sully Scott at
clothed the women with their own clothes, went Oberlin, Kan. Colonel Ferdinand D.
about and procured clothing for the children| Stephenson, of Illinois. Chief of the midfrom others and laid flowers abont
i die divisionof the Pension Office, has
An attei^ptwas made by three masked been discharged. He was Colonel of an
men to assassinateDr. Underwood and G. Illinois regiment during the war, and fa a

them.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

and

The
is

THE LAW’S DELAY DEFIED.

Postmaster General says that there

no danger of a strike

clerks. The

among the

railway

Postal Guide
for May contains a notice to the effect that
efficient and honest railway clerks who are
not offensivepartisans need not fear dispostal

official

Two Desperadoes Taken from Jail
at Eldora, Iowa, and Shot
to Death.

The Work Perlbrmed at Night

missal.

Postmaster General Vilas has reby a Mob of Armed and
H. Biteneur near Eldora, Hardin County, personal friend of Gen. Logan The ceived a communication from the National
President has commissioned the following
Masked Men.
Iowa. The latter two were prominentia Postmasters:
Civil- Service League requestingthe reBoston dispatches announce the death the prosecution of the BainsbergerbrothColorado— David F. Rakes, Ouray, vice Albert moval of certain postmastersin different
ers for a murder committed last November. Moore, resigned.
of Henry Morrison, for many years compparts of the country for violation of the
“HelpI help! Murder! murder! For
Illinois—Joseph F. Henderson, Aledo, vice
Fin and Wans Baihsbnrger, brothers of the
regulations forbiddingthe solicitationof
John McKinney, commission expired.
troller of the Boston Theater, and of BobHeaven
# sake, save ubP were the crie»
alleged,‘mmderers, were arrestedfor the atIndiana— David J. Esstborn, Fowler, vice political subscriptionsin Federal offices.
ert Treat Paine, a grandson of the signer tempt on Underwood and Biteneur. The George W. Mellis,resigned.
that etartled the quiet people of Eldora.
Chicago elevators contain 14,462,878
of the Declarationof Independence.... Two next day they were taken from the Eldora
lowa-John Letxel, Clear Lake, vice A D. EldIowa, at 1:30 o’clock in the morning*
ridge, resigned
laced Jail by a mob and riddled with bullets.
.
bushels of wheat, 880,574 bushels of corn,
Kansas—
Justinian
Mayberry,
Burlingame,
and By an ingenius system of manipulationof vice George W . Doty, commission expired: John 426,306 bushels of oats, 33,363 bushels of “People living near the disturbance," say*
cross money orders the abscondingPostmaster at R. Brant, Osage Mission, vice J. 8. Curtis, rean eye* witness of the scenes that fol owed,
rye, and 25,720 bushels of barlhy; total,
that is three-fourthsrye, but still very Lewiston.Oregon, Isaac Hibbs, has swin- signed.
“hastened from their beds and followed the’
Kentucky— C. N. Reapress, Maysville, vice M. 15,828,847 bushels of all kinds of grain,
distant from that plant, ...Abe Buz- dled the National Treasury out of between
Hutchins,resigned.
against 9,674,298 bushels a year ago.... direction of the sound. As soon as they
zard, the notorious outlaw of Penn- $20,000 and $50,000. It is stated that the C.Michigan—
Martin V. Meredith at East Sagi- Incensed at a publication in a Lafayette reached the public square, all doubts as tocylyaiiia, walked into the jail at Lancaster, robberies will necessitatea change in the naw, vice William G. Gage, suspended because
the cause of the unusual commotion wereand surrenderedhimself, on the ptomise money-order system..,. At a farm house he had been found guilty of fraudulentlyap- paper, Mrs. Helen M. Gougar. in the streets removed.
propriating
to
his own nsepart of his allowance of that city, assaulted toe proprietor,Col.
of prominentcitizens to endeavor to secure near Edwardsport,Ind., Fred Grotegout
“A masked mob had gathered around
for office rent by means of false vouchers,and
a commutation of his sentenceby nine and his wife were found to have rf subletting a portion of the premiseswithout John 8. williams, Third Auditor of the the jail, and were battering down theTreasury,
with
a
parasol.
The
Colon#!
years. ...A planing -mill in North Buffalo, been killed with
razor. The accountingfor the rent received for the same.
doors for the purpose of securing Fin
N. Y., was burned; loss, over $80,000. circumstances indicate that Grotegout Nebraska— Jonn Kittle at£ Seward, vice C. E. wrenched the deadly weapon from her and Manse Bainsbarger, toe outlaws whoVan
Pelt, commission expired.
hands
and
struck
her
with
his
cane,
which
Several stores and a shoe factory, at Dan- became insane and committed the deed.
were confined for the attempted murder
Pennsylvania—A H. Simpson at North Clarvers Center, Mass., and the Opera house at Near Gudsell’s Station, v Ind., John endon, vice H. E. Norris, resigned;Alex. Wertz terminated the hostilities.
of Drs. Underwood and Biedenour,on tho
Victory, a small village between La
Plainwell, Mich., were also burned.
Batcher stabbed James H. Minnis to at Mechanicsbnrg.vice Miss CatherineSinger,
evening of June 2. The wild shrieks of thecommission expired.
Bev. Henry Ward Beecher is preach- death, and after emptyingall the chambers,
South Carolina—W. H. Gibbons, Columbia, Crosse and Lansing, on the Mississippi, doomed prisoners were heart-rending. They
save one, of two revolvers at pursuers, vice C. M. Wilder, commission expired.
was struck simultaneously by two cyclones. knew too well the meaning of the gather*
ing a series of sermons to his Plymouth
blew out his brains with the remaining Texas -C. A Gildea, Brackettevllle, vice W.
Over fifty houses were blown down, and ingof earnest and determined men withChurch congregation upon the subject of bullet. ...The Ohio Live Stock Commis- Lambert, commission expired.
fragments
of the principal hotel were scat- out, and the first blow on the door soundedThe Iowa RepublicanState Central Comevolution.In his last Sunday's sermon he sion and the State VeterinarySurgeon
their death-knell As the prospectof
took the ground that the developmentsof went to Dayton and cansed to be slaugh- mittee has decided to hold the next State tered for a mile over the country. One
death loomed up before them, and they
hundred
families
were
rendered
homeless.
Convention
on
August
26
and
27,
at
Des
science have rendered the theory of plenary tered a cow of the Mitchell herd, whose
realized
that (heir miserable, crime-stained
The
people
saved
their
lives
by
taking
refand verbal inspiration of the Scriptures lungs were found to be infected.Several Moines.
uge
in their cellars. Hail, one to two inches lives were to pay toe penalty for years of
untenable, but that in another sense— the other cows were then ordered slaughtered,
Ex- Speaker Band all says that the
lawlessness, they gave expression to their
sense that it is a historyof the human race, and the whole herd was placed in quaran- Democrats will do something with the tar- in diameter, fell at Milford, Oconomowoo,
and Hubbleton, Wis., and the highwayswere terror in despairing cries for help. The
and that every part of it was lived— the tine. .. .The surplus earnings of the Union
mob were not long in gaining admittance
iff next winter, though the extreme views blocked by trees which bad been blown
Bible is a divinely inspired book. The Pacific Bailroad for the first four months
to the jail, but it took them fifteen minutesacross
them.
Crops
were
badly
injured.
preacheradvised theologians to abandon of 1885 were $2,242,113,a comparativein- taken by the free-tradersof the party can
to get into the cell where the prisoners;
not, he thinks, be adopted ____ President The storm was very severe throughout the
the effort to harmonize such biblical legends crease of $268,158.
were confined, a sledge being used to open,
Northwest
It
swept
eastward,
striking
the
Cleveland has appointedGen. W. S. Boseas the story of the creation of the world in
Advices from Saint Simon, N. M., re- crans Begister of the Treasury, to succeed Atlantic coast the same night.
the cell door. When the mob commenced
six days with the facts of science.The
on this door, the prisoners backed themtheory of literalinspiration, he claimed, led port that a party of twenty-four cattlemen B. K. Bruce, colored; Herbert F. Beecher,
Cholera has made its appearance among selves against it and made a desperatesurely to infidelity. .. .After the doctors encountered a band of about twenty-five a son of the Brooklyn divine, Collectorof the laborers on the Quetta Railway, and
effort to bold ont against the avengers.
had visited Gen. Grant, Sunday afternoon, Apaches at the month of Donbtful Canon. Customs for the district of Puget Sound;
Not until M^nse was shot in the cell from
also
at
Rindlihnhn,
the
depot
of
the
comthey said that, as compared with a week In the fight which ensued two Indians Archibald Skillman, Collectorof Internal
outside were toe furitus assailantsable tobefore, there was no appreciable increase were killed and a papoose was captured Be venue for the district of Nevada; and missariatcamp ____ El Mahdi has proget inside.
Baker
P.
Lee,
to
be
Collector
of
Customs
claimed
his
intention
to
invade
Egypt
and
of the swelling on the throat and no ap- whose mother is supposed to have been
“When the hammering was going on, theArabia ____ Dr. Palisa, of Vienna, has disparent increase of the cancerous trouble in shot. . .At Owalonna, Minn., a terrifichail for the district of Yorktown,Va.
covered a new planet of the twelfth magni- prisoners,in their frenzy, called upon thethe throat
and wind storm was experienced.HailSheriff, the Marshal, and the people of Eltude .... Calcutta dispatch
" Reports
Philip D. Slocum, of New Bedford, stones as large as hens’ eggs fell, dodora for protection.Their cries of murder
continue
to
be
received
here
about
Mass., was shot and killed by Charles ing great damage to windows. Shade
In a type-setting contest at New York the earthquake in the Vale of and for help coaid be heard a long distance.
and flrait trees were stripped of their leaves,
Foss. The latter was a drunkard, and and corn and small fruit damaged ____ The for $500 and the championshipof America, Cashmere. Whole villageshave been de- Then they called upon George Barber, of
wanted transportation to Hudson Bay, crop prospectsin Iowa are reported excelstroyed, and Dubgood, Jamalapar, aud Steamboat Bock, wbo was confined in anto tell their
where he wished to die if he could not be lent In some parts of Illinois com prom- between Ira Somers, of the World, and Ovan have disappeared entirely, having other cel! for liqnor-selling,
James McCann, of the Herald, the former
cured of his intemperate habits. Slocum
been completely ingulfed in the awful con- families that they died like dogs and no
ises exceedingly well, while in others it is set 6,032 emsof solid minion in three hours,
did not procure the transportation,and
vnlsions. During the continuanceof the one to help them.
doing badly. In Wisconsin and Minnesota and the latter 6,342. The score is the most
“Fin, after the door was broken in, made*
Foss became enraged at him. After killing
shocks a sulphurousdost was sent forth,
chinch- bugs have made then; appearance, remarkableever made in type-settingcona dash for liberty, but was captured onteido
, Slocum Foss committed suicide .....
impregnating
the atmosphere. At the same
and in Indiana and Arkansas the seventeen- tests.
'William Henry, ex-businessmanager of
time volumes of hot water issued from the of the jail and held up and shot. The work
year locnstshave come in swarms. . .Men
According to a report read at the meet- great fissures made in toe earth. The fort was so quickly accomplishedthat not many
the New York Herald, is about io start a
from Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Kentucky
newspaper in New York City to crush the
at Gurnio and the granaries in many parts of the citizens realized what was being doneattended the reunion of the First and Sec- ing of the Conferenceof Charities and CorHerald and the World. He says th t
of the vale were swallowednp. It is esti- until it was all over. The mob had gnords
rections, at Washington, the whipping-post
ond Kentucky Begiments at Cincinnati.
$600,000 of the $1,000, COO necessary has
mated that two hundred persons were stationed at all the avenues leading to theis greatly favored by the people of Delaware
jail, and allowed no one to approach.
already been subscribed.McLean, of the
killed.
for the punishment of petty offenders.It
“As soon as toe work was completed, the
CincinnatiEnquirer, and ex-Assistant
There is at last a prospect that some- party, numbering perhaps seventy- fiveis stated that a second whipping is rarely
Postmaster General Hatton are said to be
From El Paso, Texas, comes news of a administeredto toe same person. . .There thing will be done to improve the slow mail men, departed quietly. Night- Watch Alinterestedin the scheme ____ The Governor
battle
between the State Bangers under were 162 failuresin the United States dur- service on transatlanticsteamers sailing drich and the editor of the Herald were
of Massachusettshas signed the Hoosac
tunnel bill, which lays the foundation for Lient. F. E. Seiker and a band of maraud- ing the last week, as compared with 161 from England. It is charged that the whole the first to arrive at the scene of the traga through rail line between Boston and ing Mexicans. The fight took place on the toe preceding week, and with 182, 148, and business is in the hands of a ring of steam- edy, and the sight that met their gaze was130, respectively, in toe corresponding
Chicago.
ship owners. As matters are now the mails horrible.Lying face downward in the
frontierof Dimmit County, which has reweeks of 1884, 1883, and 1882. About 85
are frequently delayed for days before leav- street abont fifteen feet from the jail was
cently earned the appellation of “Bloody
per cent were those of small traders, whose
the lifeless body of Manse Bainsbarger,
Dimmit ’’ Lient, Seiker, a sergeant,and capital was less than $5,060. Canada had ing Englmd to await the sailing of certain vessels instead of being sent any lying portly on the sidewa’k and partly
private were killed.,..
Westminster 25— an increase of 4.
A furious wind, rain, and hail storm a
by the fastest ship that is start- on the ground upon his bock lay the body
(hid.) special says three lynchings have
A murderer named Edward Sisco was ing when the mails are ready.,,. of his brother Fin. Both bodies were lit*
•wept over the Northweston the 2d inst, occurred in that Slate in the last
ernlly riddled with bullets. The bodies
doing great damage to property. The six months. The third was that of executed at Hackensack, N. J. He con- Archbishop Bourget, of Montreal, is dead.
were dressed just os they had retired for
Other
notable
deaths
are
those
of
James
storm was attended by a brilliantelectric Townsend Cook, the negro who brutally fessed to having killed Abram Gurner, but
the
night, their pants and shirts being their
display At Chicago a large number of assaulted and nearly killed Mrs. Carrie insistedto the last that he had acted in MoncrieffArnott, the eminent Scotch sur- only clothing, except that Manse had his
geon, at the age of 92; Commander Lewis
Knott
of
Mount
Airy.
Cook
was
taken
houses were struck by lightning,four peoself-defense.A negro mnrderer named Clark, of the United States navy; and Bov. stockings on. Their life blood flowed from
ple were killed, and n number of others ont of the Westminster jail, hanged to a Joe Clark, was hanged at Bolivar, Tenn.
the wounds and covered them.
were knocked down by the electric fluid. tree, and his head riddled with bullets. Foster Chase and Bob Williams, both col- Dr. D. D. Whedon, late editor of the
“Lving near the bodies was the trunk of
Methodist
Quarterly
Review
......
The
At Canton, Dakota, a fanner was struck by The dispatch adds that a number of as- ored, were swung off at New Orleans. Henry
a hickory tree about nine inches in diamebursting of a water-spout rear Logos,
lightningand killed, and another received saults upon woihen have been made by ne- Lumpkin, colored, was lynched at Hearne,
Mexico, devastated the surroundingplains ter and fifteen feet in length. The limbs
fatal stroke at Waseca, Minnesota. groes recently, and the people all over the Tex.
and
valleysfor miles, and cansed the death, had been trimmed up to within a few inches
At Monmouth, 111., several buildings State seem determined to punish the vilThe
International Typogragbical Union it is believed, of 100 persons ..... There is a of the trunk, leaving them long enough to
lains
who
commit
these
beinons
crimes
were unroofed by the wind, and the stocks
be firmly grasped by the hands. This was
held its annual session in New York. formidable movement of Montrealbasinesi
of tradersdamaged by water. The roof of without trial or conviction.
the batteringram used to gain admission to
the woolen factorywas crushed in by the
Hessian flies have appeared in Mary- Martin M. B. Witter, of St Louis, was men looking to a reduction in canal tolls by the jail, and in the hands of strong and detoe
Dominion
Government.
...
8maH-pox
tolling smoke-stack, and a barn was burned land in great numbers. Wheat stalks which re-elected President. A resolution was
has become epidemic in the city of Mon- terminedmen required only a few moments
by lightning.Several citizens took refuge
to break down the barriers that stood bebad been attacked were recently exhibited adopted that in case Public Printer Bonnds real.
in their cellars daring the storm, which
is removed President Cleveland be retween them and the objects of their venlasted thirty minutes. At Cedar Bapids, on ihe Corn Exchange at Baltimore ..... quested to appoint a man who sympathizes
geance.
Iowa, a span of the bridge was blown away, The managers of the New Orleans Exposi- with organized labor. The next meeting
“The mob appeared in town abont 1
THE MARKETS.
and glass was broken throughout the city tion report to toe Secretary of the Treas- of the union will be held at Pittsburgh.
— r
o’clock,and their conveyancesconsisted of
ury that they have an appropriation of
by hailstones.
NEW YORK.
nine wagons, and severalof the party cameBio Bear’s littlearmy has been split in
Reeves ...........................
|6.oo & 7.50
McYicker’s Theater, Chicago, newly $335,000 with which to settle claims of
on horseback. A number of people heard
$397,318.
two, but Gen. Middleton telegraphs that he Hons .............................4.00 $ 4.50
them come in, and wonttdered
_____ what
____
reconstructed,will be opened to the public
Wheat
— No. 1 White ...........1.00 (® 1.02
At a meeting at White Pine, W. Va., will follow both trails with all his mounted
it meant, but as t&ey made
little noise in
No. 2 Bed ............... 1.00 <<$1.03
Monday, June 29, when a new play, by Mr.
some fifty citizens of Jackson County re- men. The Bev. Mr. Quinney, his wife, Mr. Corn-No. ....................... S3 0 .64
their preparations they attracted Scarcelyany
John C. Freund, of New York, will be preCameron, and two half-breeds, who were Oats— White .................... 42 (<$ .46
attention. The officershaving the prisonported
being
threatened
by
starvation,
one
Porx—
New
Mess
................
11.50
©1Z00
sented. The practicallynew theater will
prisoners with Big Bear, have escaped.
ers in charge apprehended no danger for
family
having
subsisted on lettuce for five
Lard
...............................
O6J4©
.07
undoubtedly be the handsomest, safest, and
They report that none of the female pristheir safety. Some threatsbad been made,
CHICAGO.
days.... The bankers of Sooth Carolina
most comfortable in this country. Lighted
oners have suffered any indignities at the Beeves— Choice to Prime Bteers. 6.50 $6.00
but no violentspirit had been openly manhave
joined
in
a protest against the conby the Edison incandescent light, and
Good Shipping ......... 6.00 $ S.-'.o
hands of the Indians. .. .A war of rates,
ifested.
tinued coinage of the present silver dollar.
Medium............... 4.50 @6.25
cooled in hot weather by a new system of
which is expected to be vigorous and pro“The Bainsbarger gang had so long carHons
...........................
4 GO @ 4.£0
ventilation, and at all times presenting entracted, has broken ont between the Grand Flour— Fancy Red Winter Ex., fuo @8.60
on their lawless operations tlmt tbs
tertainments of the highest order, McVickTrank and Canadian Pacific Boads on all
Prime to Choice Bjirlng.4.25 @4.75
people bad settled down into an apparent
er’s will retain the enviable distinctionit
Wheat—
No.
2
Spring
.............
88
@
.88!$
From a statementprepared by Second Northwesternbusiness ____ At Barrie, Ont., Corn-No. ...................... 46)6@ .46!$ lethargy,hoping that the law would eventuhas possessed for the past twenty-eight
the wife and four children of J. Wonch
ally punish them for their many crimes.
Oats— No. ...................... 33 @ .:i4
years of being the foremost amusement Assistant Postmaster General Knott, it ap- were burned to death in Ijed.
Rye— No. 2.... .................... 63 @ .go
They doubtless would never have been
temple of Chicago.
'"lie
...After a three days’ pears that redactions aggregating$45,596
Barley-No. .................... 47 @
molested, and the law would have been alinvestigation,the Grand Jury of Polk
Butter— Choice Creamery ....... 15 @ .16
were made in the expenditures on account
lowed to take its course in regard to their
Fine Dairy ............. 13 & .14
County, Iowa, refused to indict State Au- of transportationservice during the months
past offenses, had they not aroused toeCheese—
Full Cream .............. 07 @ .071$
ditor Brown and his deputy, Stewart.
Premier Gladstone stated in the
Skimmed Flat ........... 05 @ .06
of April and May. During April the repeople to fury by the last outrage of which
The Secretaryof toe Kansas State Board dactions in expendituresfor star-route House of Commons that the Governments Egos— Fresh ...................... 11 @ .12 they were guilty. On the evening of the
Potatoe*-—Choice, per bu ........ 40 @ .45
of Agriculture states tbit of the 1,013,298 services were $9,945. while the expendi- of Bussia and England had come to an Pork— Mess ......................10.00 @10.50 '3d of June, as Dr. Underwood, Dr. Caldwell, and Dr. G. H. Biedetour were passacres of winter wheat sown, 40 per cent tures for mail messengerservice increased agreement over the points to be submitted Lard .............................6.23 @ 6.75
TOLEDO.
$4,281. In May the expenditures for staring through a heavy strip of timber eight
has been plowed up, and the ground seedroute service were reduced $6,244; for to arbitration, and that an arbitrator had Wheat— No. 2 Rod ............... 93 @ .95
miles
north of Eldora. three masked men
ed to other crops, and that the product in steamboat service, $31,847, and for mail been selected ____ Eighty-sevenpersons Corn— No. ....................... 47 @ .49
appeared at the roadside and commenced
Oats—
No. ...................
35
@
.37
the State will not exceed 12,000.000 bash were killed in the City or Serinngnr by the
messenger service, $1,841.
MILWAUKEE.
shooting at them with navy revolver®
els —
Four burglars tried to rob a safe
recent earthquakes. Beports from other Wheat-No. ..................... 87 @ .88
at short range. The top buggy in
A
SHORTAGE
of
over
$25,000
in
the
Subat Sedalia, Mo., one of the thieves
points in the Vale of Cashmere state that Corn— No. ......................
48 @ .46!$
which they were riding was riddled with
doing daty as sentinel outside. Police- Treasury at New Orleans has been reported whole villages and towns were destroyed..... Oats— No. ...................... .31 @ .33
and the escape of its occupants i®
Rye—
No. ........................ 64 @ .66
men Fifer and McGee came along, to Secretary Manning. It is reported that Sir Julias Benedict, the composer,has just Barley— No. .................... 48 @ .60 bullets,
and a fight ensued, daring which the Bedemption-Clerk Anfdemorte has disap- died in London at the age of 81. He ac- Pork— Mess ......................10.00 @10.25 wonderful, but they were uninjured save a
few scratches.Dr. Biedenour, with reburglar was shot through the heart and peared. A full examination of the affairs companied Jenny Lind on her tour of the
8T. LOUIS.
markable coolness, jumped out aud opened
Fifer seriouslywounded. The other rob- of the Snb- Treasury is to be made at once. United States in 1850. . .Fred Archer, the Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... 1.02 @1.03!$
fire on the attacking party with good effect,
Corn—
Mixed ..................... 44 @ .45
bers escaped ..... While standing in the
phenomenal English jockey, won the Oaks OATS-Mixed ...................... 32 @ .33
The President, toe Secretary of the Inwounding one of them and driving them U>
door of their residence at Mendota, Mo., a
stakes at Epsom with Lord Cadogta’s bay Kye ............................... 64 @ .66
the brush. Dr. Underwood held the infather and son named McKinley were killed terior, and toe Commissioner of the Gen- filly Lonely.
Hay— Timothy ...................14.00 @16.00
quest over the body of Enoch Johnson, who
Pork— Mess .....................10.00 @10.60
by lightning. . .Freight agents in Chicago eral Land Office, says a Washington disBussia finds herself confrontedwith a
was found dead near Gifford last NovemOINCINNATL
have offeredto carry grain or provisions to patch, entertain the belief that the whole
Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... 1.01 @ L02)$ ber, and declared Johnson bad been murNew York for 12 cents per hundred pounds. land-office system is honeycombedwith new trouble on her northern frontier. The
46 & .48 dered, and has done all he can to brine the.Both houses of the Illinois Legislature fraud. A good many new appointments peasant tenantry of the Baltic provinces it} Oats— Mixed .................... .35 @ ,30
murderers to justice.Both Underwooa aud
72 & .74
have passed a bill to place colored persons have been made, and the work will not stop inclined to rebel against the oppression of Bye-No. 2 Fall .............
PoBK-Mess ....... .....
10.6O @11.00
Biedenour testifiedagainst the Bainsboron the same footing as whites.
until there is a clean sweep. The Presi- the landlords. Agrarian outrages are freDETROIT.
gers, who were tried some time ago for th®
quent,
and
stern
measures
of
repression
FLOUR.....
.............
6.60
@6.00
A member of a volunteer company which dent is not disposed to appoint land officers
murder of Johnson. - Since then they have
Wheat-No. 1 White ............ loo @ L02
went from Silver City in pursuit of the from the local residents, because toe have been decided upon. ...While Glad- Corn-No.!} ................... 47 @ .48
been threatenedand warned to leave th®
stone has so far receded>from his original
State by members of the Bainsbarger gang. *
murderous Apaches in Arizona, gives a cat- chances would be that the members of ex- position as to insist on the renewal of the Oats— No. 2 White.. ..... .........37 & .40
isting rings would be appointed, and the
Pork— New Mess.., .............UQO @12.00
alogue of Indian massacres and barbarities change would only be from the frying-pan crimes act in Ireland only in a modified
INDIANAPOLIS.
Wheat-No. 2 Red. ...............
04 @ .90
scarcely without a parallel in modem times:
into the fire ... .It is now believed that the form, Mr. Chamberlain and 8ir Charles
SPLINTERS.
Corn- Mixed. ..................... 44 @ .46
Boouta spent two hours In searching for the
President
will not take np his residence at Dilke, of the Cabinet, differ with OatB-No. ...........
.36 @ .38
trail, which led to Little Walnnt Creek. Along
him,
maintain
that
,
there
At the
EAST LIBERTY.
this stream the most horrible sights were wit- the Soldiers'Home this summer.
New York is to have a floating skatingl Dead bodies frightfully mutilated and
meeting of the Conference of Charities is no reason and no prospect of any reason Carle— Beat ....... ............ e.00 @6.50
. • ,
Fair
.................
K00 0 6.60
naked were found at frequent intervals. AH and Corrections in Washington, the con- for a renewal of the act. . .Lord Bondolph
the
houses •were
- - -pillaged,
* j-‘
Common ............... 4.00 @4.75
------and.....
clothingand
Churchill,
speaking
at
Cambridge,
deEx-Gov. Horatio Seymour, of New
HOOS
4.00 @ 4.60
household articles were scattero l every where. struction of jails and other subjects were
nounced the increase of the duties on
York, is 75 years old.
At William Ogden's live dead bodies, all scalped, discussed.
lay in a pool of blood The two women
liquor. To tax beer, he said, is rirtually HKEP CHICAGO WOOL MARKET. ^
The present valne of cattle in Dakota it
had been assaulted and their breasts
to tax barley. The present is not the proper
cut off. A five year old girl had both
estimated at $8,000,000.
moment
to impose.fresh burdens upon aghands cut off. Followingthe trail over the
bUls^Gome* Raa^ was washed. Anumber of
The Presidenthas made the followifig riculture. . .Tne Princess of Wales is said
A railway is projected between Washto be trying to bring about a meeting beington and Monnt Vernon.
appointments: Harlan Pefley, of Boiee'City,
tween her husband and the Czar of Bussia
vicinity, bad
Idaho, to be Begister of the Land Office at with a view to securing permanent peace.
New Mexico spent $45, 000 for churchet
and $6,485,000 for liquor last year.
Boise City. Idaho, vice Edward L. Curtis, ....Sir Peter Lumsden, British Commisr-old
resigned; William H. Welsh, of Maryland, sioner in Afghanistan,arrived in London Wool Is very low, and trade etesdy.
The inventor of barbs on fence wire rehands of the Indians before being killed to be Deputy Third Auditor of the Treai- and received an ovation.
ceives a royalty of $120,000 a year,
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MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE*

VICTOR HUGO’S FUNEfiAL.
The

A Bound
to

Million of

The Great Look-Oat in the Iron

by insurance companies; to
mutual
insurancecompanies; to amend the aot for the

amend

the Great

Cortege.

the 'act

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS*

The New Tax

following bills were passed by the Sen-

ate, at its session on the 2d inst ; To validate

Penom Bstimated contracts made

Have Witnessed

THE STATE CAPITAL

THE LABOK PROBLEM.
MiDi—

One Hundred of Them
Shut Down.

for the incorporation of

Bill Almost a Law— Sol—There are eleven churches in LudingCertainty — New Drain
Law— Pay of Legislators and State Of- ton.
ficers— Mortgage Foreclosures- Practice
—There are shout eight hundred noteof Pharmacy— Obscene Literature -Relaries in Kent County.
tive to Final Adjournment.
-Silk-cultureis being introdneed at
[From Our Own Correspondent.]
Alaska, Kent County.
Lansing, June 1. 1885.

diers'

Home a

appointment or a commissioner of allroads; to
provid? for the incorporationof societies; to
promote tne interestsof trade or labor; to
amend the act for the collection of damages The Glass Manufacturersto Suspend
48 lx Eloquent Orations Delivered at the
arising from defectiveside and cross walks of
Operations— An Arm j of Slxty-flve
— Snpreme Justice-electA. C. Morse will
The Legislaturegot a bad etart last week
streets, etc.; to amend the act relative to
Tomb bj lllnstrious Sons of
judgments and executions:to amend the act
Thousand
Idlers.
retire
from his law practiceJuly 1.
by
failing
to
have
a
quorum
in
the
Senate
the Repnblie.
to establisha free-sohoolsystem in Grand
Rapids; to incorporatethe public schoolsof
on Monday afternoon, or even on Monday
—George W. Stimpson, the first white
Oscoda; for the issuance of a patent for cer[Flttsburgh special to Cliicago Times.]
evening. The Honse had a bare quorum settler at Mackinaw City, died last week.
tain
swamp
laud;
to
amend
the
highway
laws;
There are no new developmeuts in the
[Condensed from the cable dispatches.]
to authorize tho use of condemnedState arms
Hundreds of thousands of people were abroad by the O^der of Sons ft Veterans;appropriating iron strike. Both sides remain firm and on Monday afternoon, and did some busi—Michigan's contribution to the national
ness, bnt both bouses adjournedat noon
'in Paris at daybreak, already crowdingthe $.-6,000 with which to begin fresco! rut the Capitol ; appear confident of ultimate faccess. One
internal revenue this year will amount to
on
Friday,
so
the
week
was
therefore
streets and boulevardsthrough which the great to amend the aot to provide deserted wives hundred iron mills have been closed in the
wilh support from husbands' estate; to amend
not much more than a half one. Good $1,500,000.
procession was to move that accomi anted the the statutarebtlveto ii e comretencyofwit- district controlled by the Amalgamated Aswork was done during the time the two
remains of Victor Hugo to their last resting- nessfs; to provide for the punishment of as- sociation. By this shut-down nbout 58,000
velocipede car company of Three
place In the Pantheon. Owing to the crowded saults with deadly wet pons; to amed the stat- meu are thrown out of employment and house did work, and considerable of it
Rivers
is
filling large orders from Anstialia
•condition of the hotels thousands were com- ute relative to the sale ot real estate $116,000 a day taken out of circulation.In
THE TAX BILL.
pelled to bivouao in the open air all night.
and
New
Zealand.
The most important work of the week, if
Pittsburgh andricinitj batmen of thirty
Around the Arc de Triomnho the space was h,»itdT'd*y "SST onTh#.b.HO”tS
four
mills
are
running;
4,330
men
are
at
not
of
the
session,
was
the
passage
of
the
voted clown
largo number of profilled with the chief officers of the state, the
-Ithaca's $16,000 school house, only one*
members of the DiplomaticCorps, Senators, and posed amendments,and made several work in the iron mills, and 13,350 are idle. tax bill by the Senate on the 26th, by a vote
Deputies. From all directions came deputations amendments, the principal one Wing the strik- By this $26,700 per day will be taken out of yeas 26, nays 2, with four absentees. year old, if not repaired at once will be
with draped banners and bearing flowers and ing out of sections 1>5, lift, and 117, m uirof circulationin this county.
After sever*] days spent in its considera- wholly ruined, it is said.
ing a certificatefrom the County Treasurerthat
gigantic wreaths, and all moved in the direcIn the counties of Western Pennsylvania tion in committee of the whole it was ortion of the Arc de Trlomphe,the Mecca of all taxes arc fully paid before any deed cgn be
—Plainfield, Livingston County, claims
France to-day. Never did Paris present such a recordedby the Register of Deeds, and then sev- outside of Allegheny County, affected by the dered reprinted (as exp!ained in our letter
to have a citizen119 years old, who works
eral members voted for the bill who would not
•scene.
of last week), and placed on the order of
‘h"“
^950 men idle’ diBtributed
The funeral procession started punctually at have dm,. ,o with the aectlon, in. It passed
third reading. It was then discussed and daily at the carpenter’s trade.
noon.
a vote ot yoasfiv, naysiy,amt was given home- |
,
Armstrong County — The Apollo iron- considered for nearly the whole day, and
Many vehicles, heaped up with the offerings diate effect. The House also passed bills to
—A young Indy of Milan has a cat that
vise the State Prison laws; appropriating
$20,
•of the people of France, followedthe hearse in
works, 300; the Kittanning iron-works. 350; then passed, as above. The Hons a received
the procession.The buildings were black with 000 for the Board of Fish Commissioners for the Leechburg sheet-ironworks, 200— a
subsists
nearly entirelyon vegetables,and
it and made its consideration a special or;peonle, as was, indeed, every point from which li-ftt and 1886; to amend the aot relative to coris
not
particular
as to the kind.
total
of
850.
der for every afternoon until completed.
might be had a view of the unparalleledspec- porations;relativeto damages to employes in
manufacturing establishmentsin case of accitacle.
Beaver County— The Beaver Falls Roll- Having previously come to the conclusion
Sturgis citizen avers with great
All in the processionseemed to appreciate dents.
ing Mill Company, 200; Meyers & Co.'s that after having spent weeks upon it in
that France was doing honor to her most illussolemnity
that he has a hen that hatched
committeeand several days in fall Senate,
The joint militarydepartment investigating iron- works. 100— a total of 300.
trious poet. All were quiet, and all observeda
Lawrence
County—
The
JEtna
ironworks,
that
body
has
ground
out
abont
as
good
a
sixteen
chickens
from fifteen eggs.
committee
made
a
report
to
both
bouses
on
the
most becoming demeanor. The pressure of the
packed masses of people was frightful to con- 3d lust Gov. Begole's action lu making a con- 200; the Shenango iron-works, 350— a total tax bill as could be gotten up, many mem—James Lowe, of Grand Rapids, has a
template,and many of those who were ‘in the
bers of the House bad decided to resist any
tract with Friend Palmer and paving him of 550.
packs' were seriously crushed.
collection of 250 Bibles,which include ediMercer
County—
P.
L.
Kimberly
&
Co.’s
attempts
to
amend
it,
and
pnt
it
through
$10,000commission is denounced as a gross and
Six orationswere delivered under the Arc de
'Trlomphe, in the presence of nearly all the wanton abuse of power, beyond discretion of works, 600; Sharon Iron Company, 300; nearly or quite as it passed the Senate, feel- tions in 130 languages and dialects.
any citizen. The committee believes an action Stewart iron- works, 200; Wheeler iron- ing that if the door was opened to amendillustriousmen of France.
—William Clinton,of Constantinople, St
M. Leroyer, President of the Senate, said for security of the amount against Gov. Begole works, 150 — a total of 1,350.
ments nobody qould tell where the stopping
Victor Hugo constantly pursued the higher could be sustained, but does not recommend it,
Joseph
County, gets $2,176 back pension
By States the men affected are: In place could bo found. This plan was so
ideal of Justice and humanity, and thus exer- because it is not thought the Governor received
cised an immense influence over the moral feel- any pecuniary gain from the transaction. Western Pennsylvania, 19,630; in Ohio. 12,- nearly carriedout that when, after two days
for the death of an only son in tho late war.
Shakespeare'sadministrationof the Quarter- 000; in Indiana, 6,000; in Illinois 14,000;in spent in its consideration,the bill was reing of France.
M. Flcquet said that the ceremony to-day was Master General'sDepartment is held to have
—Farmers in the vicinity of Grand RapMichigan,1,000; in Wisconsin, 3,000, and ported back and advanced to its third readcot a funeral; it was an apotheosis.He hailed been extravagantand irregular, and the comids
propose establishingan exchange in that
in
West
Virginia,
2,500—
a
total
of
58,130.
ing
only
two
or
three
amendments
had
been
Victor Hugo as the immortal apostle who be- mittee says the State has an action for
•queathed to humanity that gospel which could recovery from him of the excess he paid
In addition to this, thirty-four nail fac- made to it, and those of an unimportant city, where they con sell produce through
lead the people to the definitive conquest of for goods. The committee recommendsthat no tories are idle; 3,819 machines have ceased nature. Enough opposition was developed
an agency.
encampment be held this year. To the Senate
liberality and equality. Floquet's oration
to run; 3,802 men are thrown out employ- to the bill, however, to make it
touched the hearts of his hearers, and was the Governor noted his approvalof the acts in—A fine granite monument in memory of
corporatingPontiac, regulatingthe practice of ment in the nail factories alone, and $11,- evident that it would not pass unless
greatly applauded.
M. Augii r, a member of the academy, elab- pharmacy, and amending the laws relative to 406 is daily taken out of circulation. Two the House wag reasonably full, so the vote Rev. J. Morgan Smith was unveiled at
orated the fact made evident to-day: “To the the inspectionof jails. The following bills factories have signed the scale, and are on its final passage will not be taken beGrand Rapids on DecorationDay, in presaovereignpoet France renders sovereignhon- passed the Senste: OrganizingIronwood, Ontonagon County: for the organizing of fraction- running. They are the GreenenstleIron fore the middle of this week. It will
ors.”
ence
of a large assemblage.
M. Goelet, President of the Chamber of Depu- al districtsin Rich, Lapeer County, and Water- and Nail Company, of Greencastle, Ind., then pass by sixty to sixty-five yeas. Those
ford, Tuscola County; to pension Detroit fire- running forty-fivemachines and employing who know best say it will make a good tax
ties, declared that Victor Hugo will remain the
—The Soldiers and Sailors’ Association
men; amending Section 4,897, Howell,relative fifty-four men, and tHe Falcon iron and
highest personification of the nineteenthcentlaw, and the best and most jnst to all parto the salariesof Judges of the Supreme
ory. the history of which, in its contradictions,
of SoutheasternMichigan will hold their
doubts,ideas, and rspirations, was best reflect- Court; amending Section 5,8L'8, Howell, nail works, at Niles, Ohio, running forty- ties concernedthat the State has ever had.
ed it his works. The character of Victor Hugo relativeto administrators;for the protec- four machines and Employing fifty-two If it should not prove so Governor Alger annual encampment at Devil’s Lake, Lenawas profoundly human, and representedthe tion of hotel- keepers;am< nding section 6705, men. The BeHaire nail-works, Bellaire, would feel called upon to convene the Leg- wee County, beginning Ang, 26.
Howell, relative to alenlation by deed; amendapirit of toleration and of peace.
The singing of revolutionaryand patriotic ing section 4207, Howell, increasingsalaries in Ohio, with one-hundred and twenty-four islature in extra session next winter, but it
—The tug W. H. Allen has secured a
aongs by bands of men gathered beyond the the office of the Commissioner of Insurance; machines and one-hundredand fifty men, is well known that he wishes to avoid the
reach of the voices ot the orators interrupted for the employmentof a stenographer in the has also signed the scale, but will net run, necessity of such an expense to the State contract for towing 16,000,000 feet of log*
some of the unity of the eulogies, but beyond Ninth JudicialCircuit To the House the Gov- the firm refusing to sign Che Amalgamated if possible.
to Depere from Menominee. They will
ernor communicated his appioval of the followthis there was nothing to mar the beauty or deTHE SOLDIERS' HOME.
tract from the impressivenessof the spectacle. ing acts: RelncorporatingBirmingham. Oak- Association scale. Below is a table giving
be made up iu rafts of 500,000 feet each.
The funeral ceremonieswere completed,and land County; to provide f< r an attornev’s fee in the names of the factories,the machines
The Senate Committee on Military Afmortgage foreclosure by advertisement;amend- run, and the men employed:
the march of the procession ended without any—Andrew McGarry, a Kent County
fairs and Appropriations have decided to
thing happening that might be called of a dis- ing the South Lyon, School Districtact Bills
Machines. Men.
farmer
who was arrestedover a year ago,
report
ear.y
this
week
that
the
bounty
passed the House* amending the Owoeso city PittsburghAmerican Iron Works. . 63
orderlycharacter.
76
The police arrested several bearers of red flags, charter:making aa appropriation for tho State Ghees, Cook <fe Co ...................9G
115 equalization lull be tabled, and that tne and has been in jail since, charged with
which were unfurled at the starting points or Industrial Home for Girls; incorporatingthe Spang, Chalfant & Co ................19
23
Soldiers'Home bill be amended so as to
headquarters of the several revolutionaryso- village of Tawas City.
110 out down the first appropriationfrom robbing a neighbor of $600, has been deBhoenberger& Co ....................
92
cieties.
71
69
THE-Housebill establishing a State home for Zug A Co .............................
$200,000 to $150,000 and then passed. clared innocent
Metz, Strasbourg, and all the fortress towns
Moorehead, Brother A Co ............ 60
disabled soldiers, sailors, and marines of the
in the annexed provinceswere well represented.
That will insure a Soldiers’Home for the
WESTXBN PENNSYLVANIA.
—Of four lambs born recently in SouthEvery point of view was crowded with men, late rebellion passed the Senate on the 4th lust. P. L. Kimberly A Co., Sharon ........ 40
48
biave boys in blue, and that at on early
women, and children. The tops of five-story The Senate cut the amount down from $200,000 AStna Iron Works (Llm.), Newcastle.55
ern Michigan every one had deformed ears
60
day. Should the bill fail by any possibility
houses and even the chimneys were occupiedby
77
Sharon Iron Co., Sharon ............. 64
to pass, the bounty bill will then be taken as a result of the mother’s having been
sight-seers. Occrges Hugo walked alone behind to $160,000.of which $110,009 shall lie collected Shenango Iron Works, Newcastle. ... 55
66
the bier. During the procession a vast scaffold- and used in 1885, and $40,000in 1886. The Senfrom tho table aud passed, but it is certain bitten by a dog. At least that is the story
west vraouoA.
ing on the Place Cluny collapsed. Many persons ate also passed bills relative to State roads In Belmont, Wheeling ..................151
181 that only one of the two con possibly pass
an enterprisingpaper tells.
were injured, but none killed. The fall caused the connties of Grand Traverseand Lcelenaw; Benwood, Ben wood ..................
124
160
the Senate. It was hoped that the Home
• great panic and confusion, but the procession Joint resolution for the payment of the expense* La Belle.Wheeling ...................
122
146
—The Superintendent of the Detroit Powas soon refoimed. Another platform fell on incurred In the examination of charges against Riverside, Wheeling .............
.144
170 bill could be put through earfjr enough so
Nelson Delong, late Mayor of Muskegon; pro- t-tandard, Clifton ....................
the Rue Royale.
126
151 that Governor Alger could give the old lice is quite right in preventingtheatrical
It is estimatedthat the procession numbered
159 vets notice of his approval on Deco1,000,010inrsons. Not a single priest was seen
or any other representationaof the kind to
Industrial Home. lor Girls; for the adjudiration Day, but the matter could not be
in the HnSr
Morton Iron Works, Ashland ........ 126
bo
performedin this city on Sunday under
cation and payment of claims against the
brought about in time.
TENNESSEE.
State for bounty due Michigan soldiers, and
the
name of a “Hacrod concert " This is a
Knoxville Iron Co., Knoxville .......41
'‘LetitiaKerum.”
NEW DRAIN LAW.
supposed to have been paid on forged orders.
Tredegar Iron Co., ChattaAmong the many beautful things which Vic- The House passed bills for a State bouse of South
cynical
evasion of the law, far worse tuan a
The
House
spent
considerable
time
nooga ..............................
74
89
tor Hugo lias written of children is a stanza in
correction and branch State prison in tho Upper
OHIO.
last week on a bill to revise and consoli- direct and open violation of it— .Free
his poem, ‘Letitia Rernra,’’ which may be thus Peninsula, and appropriating
$50,1100 in each of
Bellefontalne Nail Works, Bellaire... 17 4
J50
date the drain laws— somethingthat needed
approached in translation:
the yeare 1886, 188., and 1888 for the building; to
Press,
Falcon Iron and Nail Works, Niles... 44
62
‘Children, through your eyes all sparkling
very much to be done— and on the 28th
appropriateswamp lands; lor draining and Jefferson Iron Works. Steubenville..136
163
1 gaze into heaven'sblue;
Improving lauds in Ingham County: amending JunctionIron Co., Mingo ............ 126
—Traverse City is entitled to be called
141 passed it by a vote of yeas 75, nays 3.
Your smilings are its sunbeams;
the actforholdng goneraland special elections;
120
Kelly Nail and Iron Co., Ironton ....100
legislators’ pay.
tho big village of Michigan. It is claimed
Your tears,its morning dew.”
for the punishmentof public officers, servants,
Nail Co., Martin’s Ferry.. .114
135
or agents who knowingly and unlaw- Laughlln
The House on the 26th passed a joint for her that she has more children than
60
Iron Works, Youngstown.50
fully appropriateto their own use Mahoning
In English,
resolution to submit to a vote of the peoSpauldlugIron Co., Brill isut ........76
91
moneys or properties committedto their care.
double her present school-roomswill acINDIANA.
Victor Hugo was once asked if he could write
ple a proposition to so amend the constituHon. George V. N. Lothrop, of Detroit, Minister
aetry In English, and be answered,“Yes, sir.” to Russia, visitedthe Lcgislatute,and the Cobb's Iron and Nail Co , Aurora. ... 60
tion as to pay legislators $700 for a regular commodate; the finest hotel in Northern
Greencastle Iron and Nail Co.,
era is a specimen:
houses met in joint convention with the Govand $100 for an extra session. A proposi- Michigm; business blocks valued at $200,Greencastle .......... .\. .......... 45
(Juand je me sens du spleen,
ernor, State officers, and Supreme Court in atTerre Hante Iron and Kail Works. . .144
170 tion some whit similar (with same amounts) 000; a $30,000 jail; and a citizenship that
tendance to receive a*nd honor the gentleman.
J eutre dans un inn,
ILLINOIS.
! was voted down last November by a small
Et ie hois du gin,
Mr. Lothrop was conducted to the Siieaker’s
BellevilleNail Co., Belleville .........80
desk by a special committee,received with lib90 majority, but the world moves, aud this takes ns naturallyto churches as a duck to
God save the Queen.
Calumet Iron and Steel Co., Cumeral applause, and delivered an eloquent speech,
water.
159 might be adopted.
mings. ................
153
thanking the I eglslature for its complimentary
Centralla Iron and Nail Works, CenMORTGAGE FORECLOSURES.
resolutionsadopted when it was sought to cast
—A Bay City lad named Zaphier Laporte
MEN OF. NOTE.
traha. ...............................
50
60
reproach upon him, and he felt then that the
Some time ago the Honse passed a bill was leading a cow by a rope, and, to lighten
Western Nall Co., Belleville ......... 150
183
shield of the State had been placed before
"to provide for on attorney fee in the fore*
WISCONSIN.
Isaac (V. England, Late Publisher of the great
him for hla protection.He traced the growth of
his labor, tied the end of the rope about
North Chicago Rolling-Mill Co., Bay
closure of real estate mortgages by adverNew York Sun.
the State since became here forty years ago; reView ................................
100
,
120 tisement,”and the House, on the 28th, his waist. The cow became ugly and
lated how ue once carriedwheat by wagon ten
miles to find a market for it at 44 cents per
This table gives only the number of men amended it somewhat, passed it, and gave started on a run, dragging the boy on the
hnshel. and compared that time with the pres- employed in the nail factories proper, and it immediate effect It now provides:
ent— with its railroadsand markets.While
ground for a long distance,and when the
That in all cases of foreclosureof a
Russia and the United States differed widely in this total,added to the total above pubanimal
was stopped the boy was nncongovernment, there was a bond between them, lished, swells the number of workmen out mortgage upon real estate by advertisement,
and eventually the same institutions would ex- of employment through the present iron ] where an attorney and counselor-at-lawis scious and terribly bruised, though no
ist in both countries.At the suggestion of Gov.
and nail strike to nearly sixty-five thou- j employed to foreclosethe same, an attorney bones were broken. He may recover.
Alger the Senate and House— after the adjournment of the joint convention—repaired to the sand. The two strikes then take out ot fee (not to exceed, however,the amount
—Scene, Sand Lake: Young womin
Executive Chamber, where members were pre- circulationdaily nearly $125,000.
provided for, if any, in the mortgagebeing
sented to Mr. Lothrop by their respective offoreclosed) may be included as a part of palmed herselfoff on unsuspectingpublic
ficers.
the costs, in the amonnt bid upon such sale as Mrs.
THE LATE DAN MACE.
, wife of a traveling man
The House bill to prevent the using of Pinfor principaland interest due thereon, as
Soon
long
tongues
of old Indies (and some
kerton’s detectivesin times of riots was
The Career of a Celebrated Horseman,
follows: For all sums of five hundred dollost in the Senate on tho 5th lust
lars or less, fifteen dollars.For all sums net ro old) begin to wag, and later a child
i
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The

Senate passed bills directing the
Auditor General to place $650 to the credit
of Manitou County; appropriating$6,000 for
boilers and steam-beating for the Asylum for
Insane Criminals;to amend the statute relative to punishment for libel* and slander; for the incorporation of sssociatlous for breeding and raising blooded

over five hundred dollars, and not exceeding one thousand dollars, twenty-five dollars. For all sums over one thousand dollars, thirty- five dollars. Provided, that if
payment shall be made after foreclosure
proceedings are commenced and before sale
is made, only one-half of sueh attorneyfee
shall be collected. The several sums
designated as above shall include the principal and interest doe thereon.

; to

prevent accidents by line
shading used on fair grounds or other public
stock

places where machinery Is running; to provide
for the registration of e ectors; to promote

morality and to prevent crime. The Senate
receded from its amendment to the House resolution to make June 17 the last day for doing
Isaac W. England, for many years the new bnalnfss, and Saturday, June 20, theday for
final adjournment, and then adopted it, thus
publisher of the New York Sun, who died
settling the question of tmal adjournment. The
In that city not long ago, was bom in 1832, Governor nominated and the Senate confirmed
at Bath, England, when a boy he learned George A. Farr, of Ottawa, and Harry H. Noble,
the printer's trade. In' 1847 he came with of Antrim, as trustees of the Northern Asylum
his parents to

America. Some

years later

he became city editor of the TribiAie.In

1864 he took a^msition in the Custom
House under Simeon Draper, and later
^vent as a Government agent to Charleston,
S. C. Mr. Dana startedthe Chicago Republican, now the Infek Ocean, and se«cured Mr. England’s services on that
journal. He was afterwardeditor of the
•Jersey City Journal, and when Mr. Dana
secured the Sun he was managing editor
iforayear. In 1868 Mr. England entered
the publication office and became the pubdisher of the paper. After Frank Leslie’s
'death he took charge of the Leslie publications, and, although the property was $250,•000 in debt, in two years he put the business of the establishment on a paying basis.

Thomas T. Bates, of
Graud Traverse,and Joseph M. French, of St

for the Insatfl) for six years ;

Joseph, for four years, and Alex. Chapoton,
of Wayne, and Charles M. Wells for two years,
all to date from Jan. 1, 1885. The House passed
bills to amend the statute relative to the determination of estates at will or by sufferance; to
authorize the snecifleperformance of contracts
by guardiansof Insane or. incompetent persons;
to amend the statutes relative to adjournmeut
of sales of real estate on exeention; to amend
the statute relative to attachinente;appropriating $5,0' 0 for boilers and ateam-heating for
the asylum for insane criminals. The House
committee of the whole struck out all after the
enactingclause of the Senate hill to reduce the
tes . of kerosene oil »nd the Senate conourred
—yeas 38, nays 36. Both houses adjourned to
Monday, the 8tb.

Thief, before the severe Judge:

“What a disgrace! Are you
ashamed, an old man like you,

brought here accused of
“Pardon me, your Honor; do

ALL SORTS.
Tramps cost Solano, Cal, $20,000
past yew.

the

not

to

he

theft?"
not up-

undeservedly.I began stealing when I was very young."
braid* me

Boys as paces are now popular features
Money is not Mammon. «Give it
ut Eastern weddings.
A broom brigade in South Dakota llately plenty of air and it is sweet as the hawsaved a town from destruction from prairie; thorn; shut it np and it cankers and
breeds worms.— Paul Fabre.

PRACTICE OF PHARMACY.
last week passed the Senate
bill to regulate the practice of pharmacy in
the State of Michigan. It provides for the
appointmentby the Governor, with the consent of the Senate, of a board of five practical competent pharmacists, or a board of
examiners, who shall be known as “The
Michigan Board of Pharmacy,”one of
whose term of office shall expire each year,
and one member of the beard shall thereafter be appointed each year for a term of
Dan Mace, the most celebrated jockey tive^rears. The bill specifies rules, regnlaAmorica has ever produced,whose death tipos, fees, etc., for the examinationand
occurred in Hew xork not long ago, was licensing by this board ot all who desire
bom at Cambridge,Mass., in 1834. Among hereafter to sell drugs and medicines either
the most noted horses he handled in his for themselves or other*. The bill will
early days were Kate Miller, Mary Taylor, I bring about a radicalchange in this whole
Tonch-Me-Not, Old Bones, a pacer; trade, and it is hoped be the means of preDnchess, Meddlesome, Tom Hyer, Dentist, ! venting many of the fatal and almost inexLady Westley, Albany Girl, Fashion, Little ! cusnble blunders so frequently made by inRomp, Tobey, Saltpetre, Soulouque, Provi- experienced and incompetentdruggists and
deuce Boy, North Star, Cyclops, Lady their still more inefficient clerks. If so, the
Boyle, Bay Star, Farmer Boy, Pilot, Chicago bill is a desirableone.
Jack, Tom Benton, Euclid, Lady SherAS TO FINAL ADJOURNMENT.
man, Lady Litchfield, Black Dave, a pacer,
A resolution has been offered in the
and a running horse called Gray Eagle. House to stop doing new business June 10,
drove Ethan Allen in 1858. and for final ‘ adjournment June 18. ' An
Among the horses handled by Mace from amendment was offered to put off the dates
1863 to 1870 were Prince, John Morgan, to the 17th and 20th, bnt, pending action
Sorrel Dan, Pocahontas, Shark, Rhode on tho i^nendment,the resolution was tabled. It is thought that the latter figures
are about where the stakes will be finally
driven. If so, the ae anion will be 164 days
All of the horses acquitted themselves with
in length, or six days longer than any precredit under his able management;
vious session.
Observer.

The House

He

^

is born. Attending physician gives oat
child

Ktill

born.

caught with such
and

it

i

Saud- Lakers not to be

eh iff.

Baby unearthed

neck found to be, by two repntable

doctor ufld

a

Coroner’sjury, dislocated.

End not yet.— Kalamazoo Telegraph.

—The Three Rivers Tribune has

this to

say concerning a well-known character in

Western Michigan: "John Gantt, a

vet-

eran jour printer, after an extensive tramp
of over six

months in the South, through

Kentucky,Tennessee,Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina, Alaboma, Virginia,
West Virginia,Maryland, Pennsylvania,
and Ohio, has returned to Mich:gan, where,
he says, 'the flowers, notwithstandingIho
severe winter,

bloom bri obtest and

smell

sweetest.’In answer to the question,
‘Are the Soulhern people happy?’ he siid:
“Where Ignorance

is

bill*

•Tis folly to be wlse.“

—We have told the story of Henry McCiomb's death by drowning recently at
Milan. There are some ether singular
facts connectedwith it. He went in swimming with th:ee other boys, and was coaxed
into deep water by o :e of them, who pre-

tended (hat tho water was shallow. Henry
followed and sank, and, though ho rose
several times no eflort w is made to save

him. F.ndly he souk for the

last time,

and (he other ’ads, frightened,left the spot
and agreed to keep

still, fearing

they would

go to jai). One of them, however, told his
Either all the facts late in the day, as his
conscience had overcome hi* te&xa.— Kala-

mazoo Telegraph.
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

ROGERS,

H.

Editor.

Saiurday, June 13, 188o.
Dog days are

api ro icbing

and

butch-

ers are contemplating the advisabilityof

muzzling their b >logna sausage.

Churob Items
n** with the Services for
To-morrow,
First Reformed Church; services at
9:80 a. in., and 2 p. m. Sunday School
8 :80. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,
at 7:80 Subjects: Morning, “Jesus
st aitened until His work sln uld be accomplished,”bv Mr. G. De Jonge. Afternoon, “What does the Lord require o'

Mrs. Yntema, of Vriesland,formerly us!" by Rev. N. M.
Mrs. Van de Luyster of

(

this city, di^d at

of this week.
— — —

set with sin

on Sunday, May 81. The
liberallyrewarded by leav-

finder will be

ing at the office or residence of J. C. Post.

List of

remaining In the post-

letters

office at Holland, Mich., June 11, 1835:

Samuel D.

Wm.

Cox, Daniel 8. Daly,

Ex-

well, Miss Jennie Miller, Wm. Alpln.

Wm. Verbeek, P. M.

T.

Ibrman.

^
Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—

CHEAPEN THAN EVEN BEFORE

20th.

TF<;

guaranteethat a gallon

to

have come to the conclusion that the sumwill be quiet, with no special
and not brilliantlyprofitable,
while nobody who does business in a careful way will suffer loss.

will cover

275

to

ever diiplayed in this city.

I

on hand which I propose to

any In th«? market.

FARMERS

BANGS'

you visit or leave New York City, gave
Baggage,Expreasage. and Carriage hire ai.d stop
at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand Cen-

When

the students and others for their prompt
aid on the occasion,and to the citizens
for their

this base crime against public peace and

The

Depot.

Elegant rooms fitted up at a coat of one million
dollars, reduced to one dollar and upwards per day
on European plan. Restaurantsupplied with the
best. Horse car, stages, and elevated railroad to
all depots. Families can live better fur less
money at the Grand Union hotel than at any other
first-class hotel In the
15-ly

sympathy with the College in

order.

tral

Cha?. Bcorr, President.

city.

following very pleasantlittlecom-

pliment to our city appeared in the last

m

is-

sue of the Grand Haven Herald: “In com-

pany with some friends we made

very

a

HOLLAND-SAUGATUCK-CHICAGO

STEAMBOAT LINE

enjoyable afternoon. Editor Rogers, of

Holland City News,

took us over thi

New

!

manufacturing Interests and the attrac

We acknowl-

edge ourself under obligations to Mr
Rogers for the courteous treatment received. There are few cities in the

-

/

TAYLOR

Prop. A. B.

state

$2.00. Round

Fare,
formerly of this place,

on the street at Grand Rapids last

Trip, $3.50.

CHAS. E. BIRD.

Clerk.

MAN,

J W- BOS

Mrs. Garber’s screams attracted a police-

The
ed

succeeded In arresting Percy.

latter is now in jail awaiting trial.

Percy

is

the

man who

last

Merchant

Tailor,

summer assault-

the thirteen year old daughter of

Wm.

and dealer in

J.

In some places Percy would now be

MACKINAC.

in his

Ready-Made

Clothing,

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS

carpenter

who years ago was a resident of Holland,

who latterly has lived In Grand Rapids
and who attempted suicide by‘ hanging a
week ago last Sunday and again last week
Wednesday, both times being cut down
but

NECKWEAR, HATS AND CAPS, ETC.

tempt on Sunday night. He retired with
and was misied from bed about

11 o'clock. Search

A

was

at once began,,

large

and very fine line of

•

Oar large stock of
will

Association of

Hope

READY-MADE CLOTHING

be sold at bottom prices.

Col-

annual public meeting in

the College Chapel on Tuesday, June 23,
at 8 o’clock p.

m.

The exercises will

Examine our Qoods before purchasing elsewhere.
be

of a popular character and will be con-

ducted according to the following program:
Orarlon, Rev.

4.

Holland, Mich.. April

Henry E. Dosker, Grand

B. P.

23.

W. BOBMAN,

1884.

13-ly

HIGGINS,

Haven, Mich.
Chronicles, Rev.

John

Hoffman, Bald-

win, Wis.

Poem, Rev. U. Borgert, New Amsterdam, Wis.
The people

Holland and

irill be a business

all friends of

meeting of the Alumni

Wednesday morning

at 9

o’clack. A

PHOTOGRAPHER
have luat opened a new gallery in
... the
.„v ......
First
Ward which I have refurniehed and refitted, making It one of the beat in this section of the state.

1

to

be present.

i

Hbnry

_

________ __________

Boers, Secretary.

__

______

_____

C0PY1N8 AND INDIA INIWOEI A SPECIALTY

1

the graduate!who can possibly attend are
strotgly urge

52-tf

presents qiven axcaij.
5 cents postage.
.... ..and by mail you will get
Vfree a package or goods
of
or large value, 'that will st*
start von in work that will
at once bring you In money faster than anything
elae In America. All about the $300,000 In presents with eat h box. Agents wanten everywhere,
of either sex. of al) ages, for all the time, or spare
time only, to work for ua at their own homes.
Fortunes for all workersabsolutely assured. Don’t
elay.. H. Hallxtt & Co., Portland. Maine.
in

bend ns

......

mi mmi m

DANIEL PRATT,
CHARLES PRATT,

'i V Wi V V
$200,000!

CLOTHING

lows

Fssnm

GIVE US A OATI..

Executors and ResiduaryLegatees as aforesaid.
R. W. Duncan, Attorney.

R. B. BEST,

Holland. Mich., June

27.

1(

!

CLOTHING!

II f" I nfor work,u8 People. Send 10 cents
|| |b | Upostage and we will mall yon frte. a

I

valuable sample box of goods
that will pm you In the way of making more money in a few days than vou ever
thoughtpossible at any business. Capital not required. iou can Jive at home and work In spare
time only, or all the time All of both rexes, of
ail aget, grandly successful.50 cents to $6 easily

have opened a ahnpln Kuite'a old meat market for
tbt manufuctme and repair of al1 kind* of

'

rpya|-

_

earned every evening. That all who want work
may test the business, wo make this unparalleled
offer: To all who are not well satisfiedwe will
send $1 to pay for the trouble of writing us, Full
particulars,directions,etc., sent free. Immense
pay absolutely «ure forall who start at once. Don't
delay. , Address, Stinson <fc Co., Portland, Maine.

CLOTHING

M

Come and see my new quarters. Eighth street
near the croeslng oi Fish.

„

Holland, Mich., May

..

..

B, P.

88,

...

HIGGINS.

1365.

...

_____

IIIETAL W0I,K

SHEET

I

from a tlu wjatlc L* a ‘moke stack.

Our Clothing Store

now open.

is

No, 22 South River Street.
EAVES TBODGHS, CONDDCTOBS,
Next

to

Meyer, Brouwer & Co.

CHIMNEY AND WINDOW CAPS.

43-ljr.’

Life

F.

Arc Indigestion and Constipation.
Their primary symptoms are among the

BIRD,

FUmCES, EADSES ADS STOVES, ETC.
put up, retnovea or repaired.

PROPRIETOR.

most distressing of minor human ailments,
and a host of diseases, speedily resultant
from them, mutually aggravate each other
and assail at once the whole machinery
of life. Nausea, Foul Breath, Sour

CLOTHES WRINGERS REPAIRED!

ROOST
Tin,

employed as clerk in the store and v^ill
welcome ul! his old friends and customers and the public generally.

A Thorough Purgative "
medicine is the first necessity for cure.
Then the catharticeffect must be maintained, In a mild degree, Just sufficient
to prevent a recurrence of costiveness,
ana at the same time the liver, kidneys

Call

April 22, 1885.

Eookg!
Fitting ui Flunking

!

Will make estimates to fit up houaes for hot and
cold water, stationary waah tubs, bath tuba, waeh
Mando and water cloeeta. Drive wells put doen
and removed and pumps repaired.

Early and See Our Stock.

Holland, Mich.,

Shti uifirutl

Stun

Disorders, arc among the symptoms
and maladies caused by derangement of
the stomach and bowels.

12-3m

Hoioiro^Mtob.. ApriMts, 18W. ^

^ERK,Ii%

SIFIRIlsra- AJST1D STJiMlIMIEI?,.

Pills

searchingand thorough, yet mild, In their
purgative action. They do not gripe the
patient, and do not Induce a costive reaction, as is the effect of other cathartics.
Withal, they possess special properties,
diuretic, hepaticand tonic, of the highest
medicinal value and

Absolutely Cure
All diseases proceedingfrom disorder
of the digestiveand aaslmilatoryorgans.
The prompt use of Ayer's Pills to
correct the first indications of costiveness, averts the serious Illnesses which
neglect of that conditionwould Inevitably
Induce. All Irregularities in Uio action of
the bowels — looseness as well as constipation— -are beneficiallycontrolled by
Ayer’s Pills, and for the stimulation
of digestive organs weakened by longcontinued dyspepsia, one or two of
Ayer’s Pills dally, after dinner, wiU'do
more good than anything
^

else.

the College are cordiallyinvited. There

on

J.

Leading Physicians Cencede

I

of

,

R.KLKYN,
1885.

L.

Accomplish this restorativework better
than any other medicine. They are

living in this locality.

its

..

SUITI2TG-S Ayer’s
GIVE ME A CALL.

lege will hold

n

Business Lot.

strengthened.

and about midnight his body was taken have ju«t been received and all who denire a good
from the cistern under the kitchen,he CUSTOM-MADE euit of Clothes will do well to
having plunged through a trap-door
through the floor. Despondency was the
cause. The funeral was held last Wednes
day being largely attended by relat.Vcs

The Alumni

Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.
Ocn. Bam. AOT.,
DETROIT, MICH.

Without exceptionthe finest location In the

,

WARD

BEST, M.

WHITCOMB.

Holland, Mich.. Jan. ?9.

- -

Drug Store.

Write for our

Picturesque Mackinao,” Illustrated.
Contain* Full Partioulan.MailadFm.

„

Default having been made In the conditions of a
mortgage, executed by Mary o. Ford to Daniel
Pratt, dateu the eighth day of July, A. D. 1873,
and duly recorded on the fourteenthday of 8eptember. A. D. 1874, In the office of the Register of
Greatest Inducements ever offered. Now's your time to setup
deeds for Ottawa connty, State of Michigan, in
orders for our celebratedTea*
Liber No. 1, of mortgages, on pages 22) and 221.
and C'ofleCM and secure a beautiAnd the said Daniel Pratt having since died tesful Gold Band orMoss Rose China
tate, and Daniel Pratt and Charles Pratt, sons of
-—
Tea Set, or Handsome Decor
said deceased, having been duly appointed the ex- Gold Band Mnes Rose Dinner .Set, or Gold Band L
ecutors of his last will and testament, as well ns Decorated Toilet 8«*, For full particular* address
being the residuary legatees named in said will,
an authenticated copy of which said will and the
probate thereof was recorded in the Register’s
office, aiorosald,May ninth, 1885, on which mortgage there Is claimed to be due at the date hereof,
the amount of fl»e hundred and seventy-niuedollars and eighty cents:»Noticeis hereby given that
said mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale at public vendue of the mortgaged Dremises thereindescribed,to wit: Ali that tract or parcel of land,
situate in the State of Michigan, in the county of
if. B.
D. Prop’r.
Ottawa, in said State, and describedas follows,
to-wit: all of lot four that lies on the north side of
the Detroit and MllWnukee railroad,in Section 14,
Mr. Henry Luhenea a empefent pretownship eight north of Range 16 west, and also
serptionclerk, lias charge, and will be
that part oftnc cast half of the northeastquarter
of said section which lies south of the state road, founO at all hours, ready :» compound
containing about thirty-fiveacres of land; also all prescriptionsin
rhorouphly reliable
that part of lot number four, somh of the’ Detroit
manner.
and Milwaukee railroad, in Section fourteen in
townshipeight, north of range sixteen we-jt, con
tainiug one and a half acres of land, in said county
A complete a»*orimenr «*f'
of Ottawa, at the front door of the court house of
said Ottawa county, in the city of Grand Haven,
on
the seventeenthday of August, next, at two
-----------------o'clock in the afternoon, to pay the sum due on
Everythingapcrtnining tn a first class drug
aid mortgage with interestand costs.
8b*ro will be kept lonstuutly n hand.
Dated May twenty-second, A. I>. 1885.

FIRST

And Every Week Day Between

DETROIT AND CLEVELAND

and stomach must be stimulatedand

by his sou, was successful in his third at-

his wife

DETROIT AND MACKINAC

&

No

O. BREYMAN.
Holland, Mich.. May 12, 1884.

_

Palace Steamer*. Low Bates.
Four Trips per Week Between

Detroit
C. D.

stock.

ffp&nsr8

SUMMER TOUR

“

and en
manner

trouble to show Goods.

is

littlegrave.

Wm. K. Joscklyn, on aged

Come and examine our

FLIEMAN,

Mortgage Sale.

Court of the county.

trial in Circuit

the Goods are warranted

to be just as represented.

Stomach. Dizziness. Headaches,

McFall, of this place, and was acquitted
on

All

-

IS, 1885.

Twin Foes to

Sunday

evening, and assaulledthe elder lady.

who

y.

IbIbI

Commodious

and

met Mrs. Sarah Garber and her daughter

man,

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

wishinganythingin mr line can do no better than
by calliog
iioK on me.
me. I have u large stock of readymade work in

Holland, Mich. Oct. M, 1881.

I

R. T. ROGERS. Master.
Will leave Holland at 2 p. m., on SUNDAY,
TUESDAY and THURSDAY, for Saugattuk and
Chicago. Returning, will leave O’Conhor’s dock,
north end Rush-st bridge at 8 p. m.

that are more attractivethan Holland.”

Charles Percy,

and a

OTHERS

and

Call and examine and give me a trial.

iMj I: '

city and together we investigated both the

lions of that beautiful city.

SPECTACLES

COST.

a visit to

Holland on Wednesday and passed
the

^ihwtisemtnt:

sell at

STORE.

city will be sold at a sacrifice, present owner hav.
ing no further use for it. Lot located on southwest corner of Eighth and River streets.

IMPORTANT.

of Tuesday eveuing, at the College; to

also keep on hand a large assortmentof

I am prepared to do repai rir g
which I will aell at astonishinglylow pricea in
graving promptly and In the best
order to make room for my fall stock.

A short chapter on sanctification : There
being quite u number of people belonging
to the church at Ventura who wish to beSecretary Manning has sent ootifica come wholly sanctified to God, 1 give
tion of the award of gold medals to Daniel herewitha sure guide. The first thing to
be done is to slop slandering all other
F. Miller and Patrick II. Dn:ly, and a silChristian denominationsand believe that
ver medal to David Miller, of Grand they all have very much better and truer
Haven, members of the crew of the Chrisliam In them all than you are yourschooner Driver, in recognition of service self. Then go to all your neighbors and
pay your debts, if you owe any. Then get
in rescuing the crew of the wrecked
and keep a perfect understanding with
schooner Akeley, off this city, November them all, end feel Irom the bottom of your
heart that you will do tjy them as you
18, 1883.
would have them do unto you, then go to
In behalf of Hope College and of nil in- God in faith believing, and see how quirk
terested In its welfare, I tender hearty he will give you the desire of your heart.
ergetic exertions in extinguishing the fire

also have a lot of

Sleighs of Every Description.

The Moat Delightful

A Friend.

The largest assortment of

DIAMOND RINOS

they beat everything.The dash la a* new device
which can not be broken.

SUPERIOR PAINT,

Holland, Mich., May

Ventura.

companies for their en-

sonable Prices.

anperior, while in

Strength and Durability

I

mer trade

features,

Opjo and Silver Watches at Rea-

Milwaukee. Tbeae cutters for ease and com

square feet, two coats, and that they are a

TD-RTJQ

Prayer meeting. Thursday evening at 7:30.
Quarterly meeting service Saturday and
Sunday. Preaching on Shlurdav at 2:30
p, m., Rev. H. M. Joy, D. D.. presiding
elder of Grand Rapids district, officiating.

Clerks.

fire

Silrimrt,flitdnn. asd Faacr Cook

!

Toe General Synod organized with Rev.
Holland Christian Ref. Church— SerJ. Howard Suydam, D. D., of Jersey City, vices at 9:30 a. m., 2.00 and 7 p. ra.
N. J. as President and Rev. J. H. Karstcn,
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.
George, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m.,
of this city as Vice President. Revs. A.
H. Campbell and T. T. Puckman are and 7:30 p. in. Sunday school at 12 m.

thanks to the

made by the

’

KREMERS &

even for the converted to keep
God’s commandments perfectly. Evening, “The Mission field of West Africa.”

appear

DIAMONDS,

for are

sibility

of nil classes

CUTTERS
of

call at

can procure round trip tickets on June 17, 18, and 19, for one fare, “Entirely leprous, clean. Partly leprous, unclean.” Afternoon,“The impostickets good to return not later than June

•ford, Mich.,

Business men

Jewelry, Watches,

Northwestern Sleigh Company,

ate being told

For Information and Illustratedsample book,

First
Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday school at 8:45. Subjects: Morning,

Hart

at

IFAIITTS

D. D.

m. Sunday school
Rev. Thomas Walker Jones,
Pastor. . Subjects: Morning, “Preparation to meet God. Evening, “Rising
above the fear of man.” Congregational singing. Opening anthems by
the choir. Weekly praise and prayer
meeting Thursday at 7:30 p. m. All are
welcome.
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9 :30 a. m., and
2 p. in. Sunday School at 3:45 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
Subjects: Morning, “Religious education
in the family,” by Rev. N. M. Steffens.
Afternoon,“The excellence of love,” by
Wm.

Those wishing to attend the encampment of EllsworthPost, G. A. R.

pieman

williams J-

-

-dealerin-

»

ha* in
In atock
baa
alock a number of the

m.

at 12

gle pearls was lost between the city and
the cemetery

sherwin

—

10:30 a. m., and 7:30 p.

--

Lost:— A black breast pin

The popular wagon manufacturer

only that the

Hope Reformed Church— Services at

ber borne last Saturdayand was buried on

VMonday

Steffi ns

•

NOTHING NEW!CUTTERS^dsLEIGHS Otto Breyman
WUMV 'O*

16 tf

er*» of the highest standing,customarily

a

S.

VAN DEN BERGE,

have just received a large and very fine assorted line of

& Fancy Goods.

Millinery

All are invited to come on'l see their selected stock.

Holland, Mich., May

G, 1885.

—

ATTENTION

Ping

Farmers and

Hold by

PREPARED BY
Dr. J. C. i/sr I Co., Lowell, Mats.
[Analytical Chemists.]

For sole

\>f *11

Druggists.

Mam.

all

Grocers and To-

Woodsmen. bacco Dealers. Noted for its
the Stave and Heading excellent chew, delicious flavor
Bolts you can make and deliver the year and cheesy cut. This Tobacco
round, viz:
is manufactured of finest leaf,
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
----------White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 Inches long. purest SWeetDlUfi:“everYbodv

We

will

buy

all

,

Elm

Slave Bolts. 88 inches

Inna

prescribethem.

AYER’8 PILLS,

jvijvmoD

—

w
.

IS
wt!^ew8 Nimrod." Send

Black Ash Heading Bolts 88 Inches long samples.
Basswood Heading Bolls, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches
L, , 8‘ W#
For making contracts or
—
formationapply
iply to
to Filter’s
Filter 8 Slsve
Stave FactoryFactory, miyniors money

I %
further

long.

~

for

*
—^4?“
WHJPMi *•*
’

than at anything else by taking

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

men. In winter more
than in summer. In youth,

not take as muc'i as

The Secret of Wealth.

BiMPOWDERTO-DAT!

Broken doftn, invalidsdo you wish to TEST 101
undergoing its most ac- gain flesh, to acquire an appetite, to enjoy
Brands advertisedas absolutely pars
CJOWTAJCre AJMOMfOBrXJk.
tive development,care must be taken that a regular habit of body, to obtain refreshTerms of Subs crip' ion.
THI TEST I
every muscle U .exercisedin its turn. ing fleep, to feel and know that every
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1 76 if
top down on a Lot stove nrtli heated, thaa
fibre and tissue of your system is being
paid at three months, and $t.OO \f — ^ 'Hence the free use of gymnsslice, games, braced - up and renovated. If so com- remove the cover and smell, a chemist will not be requlrad to detect tbe presence of ammonll
paid at six ‘months.
and sports at this age is most beneficial. mence at once a course of GOLDEN
In advanced life the power and inclination SEAL BITTERS. In one week you will
Kale* of advertirtne made known on app'lcatlon.
be convalescent. In a month vou will be
Yearly advertisers nave the privilege of three for exercise both fail, but even then every
well. Don’t despair because you have a
changes.
Bunlnsss Cards in City Directory, not over three effort should be made to prevail upon the weak constitution. Fortify the body
lines. per annum.
individualto take tome amount of exer- against disease by purifying all tbe fluids
mny be taken
H. Rogers, Editor and Publisher. when the body

IV.

Notices of Births,Marriages, and Deaths published withont charge for subscribers.
advertisins-bills collectableduarterl

BfAH

Syracuse, N. Y., June

The

he

General Synod of

Hope

evil

of exercise is

in

all cases

health, and enable them to meet the phy-

vital Interest to

requirementsof the

The

body.

rest of the

following from an exchange might

with

possibly be read

profit

in this

College,and consequently to the tude: “The most effective way to

people of

Holland. A

brief summary of

-Action already taken in these matters, may
not be unacceptableto

town

is to

your readers. At shoulderto

an early session a new standing committee

was created, entitled “The committee on
the Professorateat the West.” Of this

committee Rev. W. J. R. Taylor, D. D.,
cf Newark, N. J., is the efficientchair-

kill

the place

and

man

his head, put him

puts

at

Hope

College,and the Northwestern

Classical Academy. A partial report

was

aQd

down.

If a

mac

money in an enterprise whereby be
make a few dollarsdiscourage

Pull together, live

Poru b Plaster. Price 23 cents.

SHILOH’S COUGH and ConsumptionCure is

jel ]jve

The Improvement Associationmet

in

SAVE YOU MONEY!
If

inter-re-

to

make

THE TESTJFJHE OVEN.

PRICE BAKING POIVDERCO..
MAKKB8 Of
Dr. Price's
Ifc*

Mai

Dr. Prles't Lupulln Yiast

-

19,

SLEEPLESS NIGHT

B.

1885.

Synod, ‘'That the two

ration adopted by

to catch the

ised to return at

train home, they prom-

any lime the Association

ST. LOUIS.

SPECIAL

“That

instead

Council of Hope College acting in

of

the

7-ly

EXTRACTS

made miserable by that
U the remedy for

terriblecough. Shiloh’s Cure
you.

a seper-

ra

to solicit subscriptions for stock,

and

§ail goads.

as-

Board of Superintend- certain how much of the $30,000 could be
ents of the Seminary, a distinct and separ- raised. Henry W. Buswell, Jacob Baar
Ht'e Bnaid be constituted, composed of one and James Barns were appointed such
ate capacity aa the

shall be

ing adjourned. —G. H. Nexcs- Journal

from the same Synod.” Justice,on paper,
the interestsof both

in

in-

stiiutiuu*. Communications were received

Irom Prof. Charles Scott, D. D., and Prof.

The undersigned, together with his
children, desire to express their appreciation of and heartfelt thanks for the
kindness and sympathy shown to them in

T. R. Beck, D. D., claiming that their re- their lale bereavement,by the many
newed appointment by General Synod, in friends, and especially to Mayor R. Ranters and Hon. I. Cappun
1875, as Lectors in the Theological SemiP. F. Pfanstikhl,
nary at Hope College, had never been reHolland, Mich., June 12ih, 1885.
voked, uor had they resigned such lector-

were

Notice.

p m. p.m.
23 10 23 ..... Holland
3 25 9 53
10 42 East Saugatuck 8 10
10 62 New Richmond 800
2 25 1 1 37 ..Gd. Juuctiou. 2 23 8 52
240 11 55 ..... Bangor ..... 2 01 8 40
328 1 30 .BentonHarbor.12 42 7 52
3 33 1 40 ..«9t- Joseph...12 33 7 45
4 S3 2 50 ..New Buffalo..11 83 6 63
7.10 7 10 ....Chicago... . 9 00 4 00

9*33
10 16
10 30
11 27
11 30
1 15
1 23
2 40

1

600
a.

m. p.m. p .m.

were

still lec

admitted, their resignations accep-

ted, and resolutions expressingthanks,
a id appreciation of their services as Lee
tors,

adopted.

until July 6th, 1885, tor the positiou of
Janitor oi the Union Sohopl Building of
Pie City for the ensuing year.
C. J. De Roo, Ikc'y.

19-4w

Vacancies in the Council of Hope Col-

Very Remarkable Recovery.

lege were filed as follows: Mr. Isaac Cap-

pon to succeed himself, Mr. Arend Yis•

scher, Rev. J. F. Zwemer, and Rev. W. J.

been appointed

Prof. G. J. Kollen has

to procure funds dur ng tie

College vacation, for the payment of the
salary of the theological professor, to be

elected. It

also recommended to the

is

“My

wife has been

al-

most helpless for five years, so helpless

R. Taylor, D. D.

Synod’s agent

Mr. Geo. V. Willing, of Manchester,
Mich., writes:

and

is

now

to

much improved, that she
do her own work.”

so

Electric Bitterswill do all that

is

able

claimed

them. Hundreds of testimonials attest
Council of Hope College that he be aptheir curative powers. Only fifty cents a
pointed by that body for a similar work
bmle at H. Walsh’s.

new

professorshipthis afternoon Rev.

Daniel
a

Van

much

Pelt received fifty-four votes,

larger number than

by any other person.’

The

was

rece ved

electionwill

take place to-morrow at eleven a. m.

Yours truly,

Charles S. Dutton*.
your beard is uot of a pleasing shade,

If

always pleased

—We

lustrated monthly; it is bright, readable

and

contains good music withal.

number is

The

interesting,both in literary and

musical contents, fcnd we recommend the
World

to all

who

like

music and wish to

keep informed concerning the art. The
subscription price of the
per

annum.

World

is $1.50

Address,8. Brainard’s Sons,

145 and 147 Wabash avenue, Chicago,HI.

Amount

of Ezoroiie

Dr. Parkes has calculatedthat the
mount

of exercise a

take regularly
miles a day
amount

of

man

a-

in health should

equal to walkibg nine

is

upon

level

walking done

in

ground. The
walking about

which

will leave

down as

only a walk

three miles,
of

aix miles

p«r diem on level ground. If the ground
ia

hilly, thla

For Sale.

3 23 10
3 45 10
3 53 10
4 10 11
4 15 1 1
4 5i 11

p.m. a.m. a.

elr-

1885.

Holland, Mich., June
An immense

4, i8S5. 18-8;

©

stock of stationery ]u<t

ceived.

p.

m.

9
»
9
8
•9

33
21
05
53
35

rt

YATES & KANE.

R.
-

Kantem

p.m.

From Allegan to

fashion.

•

10

.

30,

in 42
10.

.

W.

11 15 .
a. m.l

Holland

Holland ..... 5 15 10 15
..Fillmore.... 5 00 9 50
.Hamilton.... 4 48 9 42:
.. Dunning.... 4 89 9 30
...Allegan..... 4 20 9 ll»|

p.m.

Holland. Mich.. March

SALE

!

baumgartel.

IS. lr85.

COME AMD SEE!
.
SIX

a. m.i

ROLLS OF
ALL

.

,

.

,

TOWNS Para. Paae.

a. m.
45 L Toledo A 11 10
40 . Dundee.. 10 10
04
Hrit’on .. 9 46
09 .Ridgeway. 9 42
16 .Tccumaih. 9 32
...Tipton... 9 17
45 ...Onvted.. 9 05
(19
..Addieoii.. 8 43
25 .. Jerome.. 8 Vfi
32 ..Moacow.. 8 20
42 ..Hanover.. 809
7 59
58 .. Pnlaakt.
9 15 ...Homer .. 7 87
9 44 u. Mara hall
7 11
9 57 ..iCewco.. 6 59
10 15 .Battle Cr’k 640
..Angueta..
..Yorkville
..Richland
Montleth
...Flak-...
..Kellogg..
A Allegan L

V

p.
5
4
8
3
3
3
8
2
2
2
i

1

0)

.

.

"

P

_

__ER,
AP

*

!

than Ever Before.
Her

asiMomt Curtain!
hui'i ui
good and cheap aa

Trust Nothing Else
than Arn’s Sarsaparilla.Numerous
crude mixturesare offered to the public
as “blood purifiers,” which only allure
the patient with the pretense of many
: cheap dotes, and with which U Is folly to
. experimentwhile disease is ateadllybecoming more deep-seatedand difficultof
i cure. Some of these mixtures do much
I lasting harm. Bear in mind that the only
medicine that can radicallypurify the
ivitiated blood is

Jj^rAy6r,8 Sarsaparlllflf ij
PREPARED BY
[jDr. J*. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Haas.
Sold by all Druggist*: Prica $1;
Six bottleifor $5.

'Vo rnsnufa-Miirrall grarte- of vhlnglre
rc'l th- tn • - cheitt. a- any dealer.U*.i a
at the
Mltu cr rail on
Ke]>|
hiving five a hero.

Pm***

B

and

d

will
it*

c| before

SUMMER WOOD

A-h
!

in

van ittten a
Hoi and. Mich.. Apr!’

30.

1»S5.

Spring Opening

!

Grand Rapids.

PARLOR SUITES.
ZR/ATTA-ItT,

4

SODS,
r

FOH BARGAINS IN DRY GOODS,
FOR BARGAIN* IN GINGHAMS.
FOR BARGAINS IN COTTONS,

FLUSH,
p. tn

co.

13-3m.

Ingrain Cirptlr,

FOR BARGAINS IN HOSIERY.
FOH BARGAINS IN HA7B.

and other varietiesof

FOR BARGAINS IN GROCERIES
and

The best makes of

Organs

all guodv

kept in a

General Store!

Etc., Etc.

when* you can boy the beat good*

o:

Our motto Is

Good Goods & Small Profits.
*

eoca of

f<>r

and Sewing Machines I

Mi

for the liberal

— .

T.

Suits-

Trsda Craweetioss.

the *

-

PLUSH AND OTHER

00
33
21
03
43
35
29
55
47
87
25

i

Achieved by Aykr’8 Sarsaparilla, la

Ceiling Decorations Finer

At Toledo, with all railroadsdiverging. At DnndH, with T A. A. A G. T. At Britton, wHjh Wabash, St. Loots A Pacific. At Teonmaeh, with Lake
Shore AMtch. Bonthern At Jarome. with L. 8.

of

Myriads of Cures

Marble and Wood Top Bedroom G. Vail Plltteil

42
12 22
It 15
’2 09
11 30
11 27
11 21
11 10
a. m. a.m.
It

•

Tiy a oad.

Mix.

8
7
7
7
6
6
6
5
5
5
5

,

cleans^ the system of Scrofulous and
Mercurial impuritiesand the pollution
of ConUgloua Disease*. It ako neutralizea the poisons left by Diphtheria
and Scarlet Fever, ana enables rapid
recuperation from the enfeeblementand
debility caused by these diseases.

" e a'no hav« u lur c quantity nf Pin*? and

m.

in
15
52
47
37
22
08
45
28
21
10
1 59
1 38
1 12

.

.

.
. ,

VERY FINE BORDERS

as

GOIKO IAST.

Ciatr*l£lat

V

It the only remedy that can be relied upon,
In all cues, to eradicate the talntof hereditary disease and the special corruptions
of the blood. It is the only alterative
that la sufficientlypowerful to thoroughly

SHINGLES!

n qativ r
h _
UULI), SATIN & CHEAPER KIND8
nrtr

.

1

MORE THAN

THOUSAND

1885

18,

p. m.
5
«
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
8

WATER FOR

p.m. a. n;.>

m.l
13 15

a.

Trains ------

& Sons.

Ladles hair cleanedand dressed In the latest

a.m. p.m. p.m.

ru.

a fall stock of
Oils, Varnishes, paint sod white- Air Line Division
brushes, which they are selling at
for cash.

Leave your ice orders with

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

w.

V

to
Allegan.

p.m.
3 25
3 40
3 5!
4 01
4 20

any time.

to Holland.
...Holland. ... 1 15 3 03 9 40
..West Olive...
2 38 9 17
..Johnsvllle....
2 30 9 07
.Grand Haven. 12 28 2 10 8 50
..PptTTsbnrg .. 12
2 00 8 40
..Muskegon... 11 55 1 20 •8 02

,

treatment had been unavailing.People
will do well to

p. in.

p.m. p.m.

*

Invigorating Shampoo.

FIRST-CLASS TOILET

p. in

Kremkrs & Bang* have

wll:

’

m.

p.m.

!

A Scientific Haireui or

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

10 10
11 02
W. H. Demming,
11 21
Holland, March, 5,
5-3m 11 2'J
11 89
11 53
THAT HACKING COUGH can be fo qulcklj 12 08
cared bj Nhtlob’a Care. We guarantee It.
It 30
12 48
WILL YOU BUFFER with Dyapeptlaand I l?er 12 F5
Complaintt Sblloh'a Vltallaer to guaranteed to
1 06
cure you. For rale by Yates A Kane.
1 17 a. m.
1 38
* 20
2 O' 6 47
2 17 fi 59
286 7 17
The property now owned and occupied 2 56 7 37
3 04
7 45
by H.. Koenigsburg,
Koenigsl
aa a boarding house,
8 10 7 52
can be purchased at a reasonablefigure, 3 43 8 24
8 58 8 83
or the property will be teased to a good
i 59
8 39
tenant on good terms.
4 10 8 50
H. Koenigsburg. p. m. p. m.

excea-

T.nr umtlj with

m

.

whom

A Good Glean Shaye

From Muskegon

20 *3 30
40 5 57
48 6 07
05 6 30
13 6 40
55 7 SO!

A Foundry and Finishing shop Cheap a m.

. Tbe proper quanr.

p.

10 15 1 25
10 02
9 45
9 32
9 15 i2 35
a.

Pa**. Mix'd Pass.

on reasonable terms, inquire of

wlH be Mill more reduced, ao

an

a. ra.

GOIM WIST.

the house and other domestic duties may

probably Ml put

a.m
.Holland,...
.. ..Zeeland. ...
...Hudaonvtlle:
... Grandvllle ..
..GrandRapids.
...

From Holland to
Muskegon.
p.m a. m |a m.

llotwcs.

To Rent or For Sale*

Require!

45
54
13
2T
45

Taking effect Jan.

are

receive this popular il-

to

•4
4
5
5
5

TONSORIAL PARLORS

at

From Gd. Rapids
to Holland.

tf

who seem

the past forty years, are attested, and there
Is no blood disease, at all poasibfe of cure,
that will not yield to It. Whatever the
alimentsof this class, and wherever found,
from the scurvy of toe Arctic circle to the
“vekit-soree”of South Africa, this remedy has afforded health to the sufferers'
by
It was employed. Druggists'
everywhere can cite numerous cases, wlth-i
In their personal knowledge,of remarkable cures wrought by it, where all other

you can get a

m. p.m. p.m.

M.chigan and Ohio Railroad.

£pmal

Brainard’s Musical World

19
09
17
55
*5
1 25
12 10
9 30

• Runs dally; all other trains daily except SnnPassetiger train leaves Holland at 5.15 p.m. arriving In Grand Rapids at 6.15 p. m.; also train
leaves Muskegon at 8.15 a. in. arriving at Holland
at 10 a. m. ; also train leaves Holland at 5.25 p. ra.
Buckien’sArnica Salve.
arrivingat Mnskegon at 7.17 p. m.
duv. All trains run by central standard time.
Thfi best salve in the world for Cuts,
Mixed trains leave Holland, going north, at 6:30
Bruises. Sores, Ulcers, Halt Rheum, Fever a. m.. arriving at Grand Rapids at 8:30 a. m. ; and
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, at 10:10 p, m.. arriving at Muskegon at 12:40 a. m.
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positive- also mixed train leaves Holland,going south at
5:00 a.m.
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
Tickets to all points tn the United Mates and
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or Canada.
J. H. CARPENTER. Gen. Pass. Agt.
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
F. G. CHURCHILL,Station Agent.
For sale by H. Walsb.

Whiskers.

for the

4
4
3
2
1

MUSKEGON BRAN CH.

remedy the defect by the use of Buckingham’s Dye

23
38
53
07
25

p.m. p.m.

i

is

BILLY'S

m.
•140

a.

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

that she could uot turn over in bed alone. rrom Holland
She used two buttles of Electric Bitters,

for

for the college. At the nomination lor the

a.

From Holland to
Grand Rapid».
p. m p.m. a. m

0 53 3
8
Notice
is
hereby
given
ibat
the
Board
tors in the Seminary and as such ottered
3
of Education of the Public Schools of the
4
Mhelr resignations to Synod. Their dull s
City of Holland will receive applications, 10 45 4

ships, and hence that they

Ni‘t
Mall. Exp Exp.

TOWNS.

p.m. p.m. a.m.

CARD.

has at lust been done to two men who have

long labored

Exp. Exp. Mail

-

constitution.In time, the potion will certainly show Ita offocts, and with all the more
virulence the longer It baa been allowed
to permeate the system. Eaeh pimple,aty. '
boll, skin disorder and aenaa of unnatural
lassitude, or languor, fa one of Nature**
warnings of tho consequences of neglect

jl

! J

From Chicago
to Holland

Nl’t

whom

delegates at large, four of

8T. LOUIS.

nxr

Chicago and West Michigan Railway.

dt legate .rom each of the Classes of the committee, and instructed to report at the From Holland”
to Chicago.
Particular Synod of Chicago, and seven end of one week, to which time the meet-

POWDER CO..

PRICE BAKING
CHICAGO.

thorized to appoint a committee of three

Robust Health:

Ayer's Sarsaparilla

MOST PERFECT MADE

further resolved:

busman,

to poeaeai it. The taint of corrupted
blood may be secretlyundcrmlnltur the

CATARRH CURED, health and sweet breath
institutions are entirely separate, neither would notify them of the completionof
secured by Shiloh'sCatarrh Remedy. Price 5d
dependent upon the other. To make this the terms, and go right to work. On mo- cents. Nasal Injector free. For sale by Yates* trESSf1*011 8tro°*e»tNatural Fruit Flavor*.
so in fact as well as in declaration, Synod tion of Mr. Buswell the President was au-

A. B.
1885.

Ia not alway* enjoyed by tboae

^PRIC£$

Kane.

P'
i

FOR SALE BY GROCERS.

CHICAGO.

8PRIET8MA & SON,

Holland, March

14,

!

Dims

For Light, Healthy Bread. The Best Dry U^p
Yeast In the World.

e have just received a large

L.

MAKE MONEY

street«t,SM»t Sstldees aed asters I Saier keen, sed

BOOTS AND SHOES.

up the required capital of $60,000.

and havo a large assortmentnow on hand. Call
and make your purchases of me and

Holland. Mich., May

Flayoriai Eitracts,

lationsof the College and the Theological The gentlemen from Holland having to go

Seminary has been settledby the decla- early

am alio maDUfactaring

DOES NOT CONTAIN AMMONIA,

new stock
be elected, to enter upon his duties as organized. Two gentlemen were present of Boots and Shoes and Slippers for
spring and summer trade. The atock is
soon as provision be made for the pay- from Holland,Fred Metz and Geo. Bal- complete and embraces the latest styles of
ment of his salary. Four o’clock this af- lard, both practicaltanners, who were will- Ladies’ and Gents’ bboes, which are sold
ternoon was set for the nominations for ing to put in f30,000 cash if the Associa- at reasonable prices. We sell
Fargo'a Boots and Fine Ladies Shoes.
this professorship.
tion would make up the balance necessary

The bog dispute as to the

TllK

I

YATES & KANE.

Greek and Hebrew languages explainedthe object of the meeting was to
in the TheologicalSeminary ascertain if a Tannery Company could be

and exegesis

store is on EIGHTH STREET
CORNLR OF FISH SIR LET.

yon buy. Mv

NEAR

Fresh, pure Drugs cons’antly receiving.

still under

fessor, of the

have ,nme \rrv fin** 'pnid* on band now which
ho •») d at a-tniiLbinglr low figures. When
you destn* a ni*w lot of inrnltnre or a stove give
me a call snd ere It I have not got something that
you want and I will
1

For

the considerationof special meeting at the office of the secreSynod. So far as adopted,the report is, tary Jacob Baar last evening. President
in substance, os follows. That a new pro- Scofield in the chair. Mr. H. W. Buswell
which is

ETC. ETC. ETC.
will

CKOUP, WHOOPING COUGH and Bronchitis
In a million homes for a quarter of a century II has
Immediatelyrelieved by Shiloh’s Cure. For sale
stood the consumers* reliable test,
by \ ates A Kane

sold by us on a tmarantee. It cures consumption.
For sale at Yates & Kane.

made by this committee yesterday afterpoon, a further report this forenoon,

STOVES.

tn Jut.TitTruua iusniver ana qranon*.

likely to

know what would.

FURNITURE.

SHILOH'S VTTALIZEKU what you need fm

fresh herbs and pure drugs go to
man. Several western delegates, including him by talking against his enterprise.If the Central Drug store.
Rev. Wm. Moerdyke and Prof. G. J. Kol- a man works to build up the place, give
Croquet sets, Base Ball goods and
len, are members of the committee. To it
him a wide berth and don’t let him suc- Fishing Tackle. Call and see.
were referred all matters pertainingto
YATES & KANE.
ceed. If these methods do not speedily
Hope College; the Theological Seminary destroy a town’s prosperity, we scarcely
FUU LAME BACK. Side or chest use Shiloh's
is

a

have named
Hard ’‘tore ind will boy
and felt ail second h»i.d arttcioa, each at

I

A fine line ef Blank Books just re
ceived. Call and see. Yates & Kane. .

Constipation, Lota of Appetite, Dlulnera and all
enter- jymgtotns of Dyspepsia. Price 10 andTfl cents

little more

a

BUSMAN, Proprietor.

give a cold

prising and progressivethan the balance
raises

epidemic can take hold of a system thus
forearmed. The liver, the stomach, the
bowels, tbe kidneys, are rendered disease
proof by this great Invigorant.- Runious
bills for medical attendance may be
avoided by counteracting the first symptoms of sickness with these Bitters.They
are recommended from friend to friend
and the sale increases daily. We warrant
a cure. For sale by H. Walsh. 18-4

all enterprises calculatedto

benefit It. If a

A. B.

a

begin an aggressive warfare on

men of

the live

lati-

Second Hand Store!

GOLDEN SEAL BITTERS. No

day when with

will become completely bedridden.

• cal

cuse, N. Y., have had under their con-

of

postpone the

necessary as will keep the muscles in good

1885.

9,

the Reformed Church, in session at Syra-

eideratinn, matters

to

Such an amount

For the Holland (Atj/ Ntict:

Mr.' Editor:—

and

cise,

is

upon us we kiodly
the same.

8.

Van

AMY’S CRUELTY.
-•kir Amy of the trolllsed house,
Assist me to dlsqover
'Why you who would not hurt a mouse
Gan torture so your lorer.

by the idiot bawling ont with great conductor. Onct, long- ago, it wasn t
glee: “Come on with your old tea- needed. He used to run ahead of every
kettle,” and the brutal

crowd cheered,

and roared with laughter.
The crowd, keeping along with the
Tou give your coffee to the cat,
train, cheered lustily, and the Innatio
You stroke ibe uog for coming,
“spurted” as they say in a boat race—
And all your face grows kinder at
Tbo little brown Dee’s humming. ;
that is, shot ahead and exhibited considerablepower as a racer by tile speed
But when he haunts your door-tho town
with which he got over the ground.
Marks coming and marks going—
You seem to have sti chod your eyelids down, The engineer,infnriated at the delay,
To that long piece of sewing.
put on speed and rattled after. But lie
You hover give a look, not yo'\
was upon a down grade, and fearful of
Nor drop him a “Good morning "
overtaking the unfortunate, he almost
To keep his long day warm and blue,
80 fretted by your scorning.

4Jhe shook her head “iho mouse and bee
pFor crumb and Uower will ilngor;
'The dog is happy at my knee,
The cat purrs at my Unger.
••But he— toh!m, the least thing given
Means groat things at a d stance;
.Be wants my world, my sun, my heaven,
Soul, body, whole existence.

•^Unless he giv* s me all in change.
I forfeit all things by him;
Oho kiss is terrible at d strange;
1 tremble,doubt, deny him.
••He’s sweetest friend, or hardest foe,
Best angel, or worst devil ; I either hate or love him so
I can’t be merely civil.

•‘You trust a woman who puts forth
Her blossoms thick as summer s;
You think she dreams what love is worth.

• Who

casts it to

newcomers.

•Uuch love’s a oowsl p-ball to fling,
A mom«nt’s pretty past mo;
I

give— ail >ne, if uuy thing,
The first time and the lust time.

people off. They switched that ont
uv him. Now the ornary cusses puts
him up toil”
in’

“Queer sort of
“Isn’t it? and

By this time heads were thrust out
of windows and the platforms crowded
by passengers whose excitementbecame
noisy and intense as *they discovered
that it was a human being instead of a
cow that impeded their progress. As
for the idiot, he paused only long
enough to indulge in a jeering laugh
and a gesture that was more irritating
than decent
The crowd of brutal loafers that exhibited more industry iu accompanying
the race on this occasion than they had
probably manifested in making an honest living for a year previous, went
tearing along each side of the locomotive, laughing, shouting, cheering on
the idiot, while hurling all sorts of exasperatingepithets at the engineer, who

by this time, was nearly blind with

Capt. Steele’s Mounted Scouts
Give Battle to Big Bear’s

insanity.”

THE PUBLIC DEBT.

“Indeed?"
“Yes, was onct, but left his senses in

The

Official

Secretary

Statement of the
the Treasury.

of

Braves.

he was onct a bright

feller— a rale schollard.”

tunnel”
“Why, how was that?"
“Weil, you see, he’s the son of old
immediatelyput on tuo brakes and Judge Conrad, of these parts— only
checked up again.

A TAME FIGHT.

train, clear through the tnnnel, a warn-

Large Quantities of Powder Consumed, but Few Casualties

this

Reported.

‘

The debt itatement issued on the 1st lost
shows:
Decreaseof the pnbltc debt during
the month of May (accordingto
th; old form) ..................... $ 4,425,486
Decrease of debt since June so, 18:14. 54,500,714
Cosh in the Treasury ........ ....... 470,570,409
Gold certificatesoutstanding ....... 142,024,950
Silver certificatesoutstanding...... 140,060,776
Certificatesof deposit outstanding. 27,240/00
Refunding oertlflcaes outstanding. 240,700
L(gil tenders ontstanding ...... 340,081,016
.

Winnipeg dispatches give particulars of

an engagement between the ludiau Chief

child, at that— and was sent to college, Big Bear and Capt. Steele’s mounted force
and no end of troub’e taken and money of Canadians: Capt Steele and his force,
spent to finish and furnish up his in- seventy in number, were scouting south of
tellects. When he come home to study Fort Pitt, as it was reported that Big Bear
law, what does he do but take afteft a had token the trail for Sounding Lake.
little girl named Mary Grubbs, da’ter Middletonhas given Capt. Steele instrucof the cooper, an* sho was poor as a tions to watch closelyand cut off the repig an’ purty as a painted wagon. treat of the Indians south if they attempted
to go that way, while he and Strange with
Well; I guess she was about the handtheir forces would watch the north. Steele’s
somest critter in this part of the vine- force suddenlycame upon Big Bear’s Inyard. Len Conrad was struck, I tell dians at Two Lakes, fifty miles south of
you, after Polly, as wo called her, an’ I Fort Pitt The Indians were striking camp
don’t wonder; for her hair was as soft when Steele discovered them. Their force
and light os silk ou early corn, an’ sho seemed to number between 250 aud 300.
had the handsomestteeth, an’ the big- So suddenly had the scouts come upon the
gest, wonderfullest dark eyes, an’ an redskins, and so near were they to the latter
angeliforousskin. But neither she nor before seeing them, that there was no chance
of retreat, so Steele at once ordered a charge.
her old cooperin' dad had a cent, so the
His men were well mounted and armed,
Conrads, bein’ toplofticalmahogany
and ns they galloped forward . they
high parties, just shut down on her.”
were met by a shower of bullets, which
“The old, old story.”
checked them. Still they rode on, how-

Fractionalcurrency (not Included
In amonnt estimatedas lost or destroyed) ............................
6,965,808
The following is a recapitulationof tbo
debt statomonton the

1st

of June (new form):

Interest bearingdebt—
Bonds
per cent ............... 1250,000,000
Bonds at 4 per cent ................. 797,719,750
Bonds at 3 per cent ............
134,190,500
Refunding certificatesat 4 per
240,700
Navy pensionfund at 3 per cent
14,000,090
Pacific Railroadbonda at 6 per cent 64,029,512

at

cent
.

Principal ............................
$1,260,774,462
Interest ...........................
11,480,006
Total...

...............

•..$1,272,254,559

Debt cn which interest has ceased

-

Bine* maturity
Principal ............................
$4,353,855
Interest .............
..............232, 489
Total

............................. $4,586,315

Debt bearingno InterestOld demand and lezal-tender notes. $346,739,001
Certificatesof deposit ...............26,925,000
Gold certificates .................... 128,553,010

“I don’t know of its so old. Per’aps ever, seemingly determinednot to be
At this moment the conductor made you’ve heerd it afore, an’ I can save my driven back, but when au other volley was Silver certificates. ................... 105,085,186
Fractional currency (less $8,375,934,
his appearance, and crawling out upon wind.”
fired at them, and when Steele perceived
estimatedas lost or destroyed)
6,965,898
that
the
Indians
outnumbered
his
forces,
Principal ...........................
614,268,035
the tender, began throwing lumps of
“I mean that the course of true love
Till dotted on foreverl
Total
debt—
he ordered the men to fall back. It was
— ElUabeth Barrett Broicningcoal at the boy. as the engineer, put- never does run smooth."
Principal ...............
$1,879,396,413
well he did so, for at that moment the In- Interest ................11,712,586
ting on steam, drew near the poor fel“Oh! that’s it, is it?”
dians were joined by re -enforcements who
low.
“No offense, old man. But proceed
Total .............................
$1,891,108,999
poured out of the bluffs in the rear. They
Fortunately the conductor’s aims with your yam and tell me how Len
were well armed, and when they saw the Less cash Items available for reduction of
were not well taken, for had the young Conrad left his senses in the tunnel.”
scouts riding off fired a heavy volley.
the debt ..............$266,624,906
The railroad station known as Glen man been knocked down the locomotive
“That’s what I was a cornin’ to when
Steele was, however, determined not to Less reserve held for reOwe is one of the dreariest this side of would have undoubtedly run over him. you put in your chin music. When Len be beaten so easily, so he hastily laid plans demption of U. 8. notes 100,000,000
From this the rough autocrat of the found the family wasforninst the court- for another attack upon the Indians. His
that final abode said to be extremely
Total .............
........... $ 366,624,966
dmltry, where all presidents,directors, train desisted, for the idiot’s backers, in’ he took to meetin’ her unbe- force was quickly divided. One-half
Total debt less availablecash
Items ..........................
1,524,484,033
•and other railway officials,more ea- with an American sense of fair play knownst That was found ont, and started north to make a detour so as to
Net cash in the Treasury ............ 30,093,021
tpeoially. ticket agents, fetch up and that animates even the roughest of our then it was decreed that Len should be close in on the Indians. The other half
'finish their infernal labors. Were it brutes, began pelting the conductor sent to Yourope. The evenin’ upon went a short distance east, aud nt a given Debt less cash in Treasury June
signal the two forces closed in upon the In1, 1885 ............................
1,494,391,011
aot so hard on Mngby Junction, I with stones, each pebble sent with the Len a departure he meets his girl, av
dians from the rear, taking them completely Debt less cash in Treasury May
•honld say Glen Gove was the Mug- accuracy of a rifleshot at that part of course, an’ they meandered naterly a by surprise.So quickly was the movement
1,1885 ............................
1,497,741,844
fey Junction of America. Indigestion his animal economy where the legs end little too late, an’ undertook to make a planned, and so qnickly was it executed, Decrease of debt during the month
as shown by this statement ....... 3,350,833
da kept there, like field ammnnitionin and the body begins. He retreated short cut to the cooper house through that before the redskinswere aware of
Cash in the Treasury— Available lor
reduction of the debt—
the quartermaster’s department, to hurriedlyto the engine house, where the tunnel. I saw the doves go in. it the scouts were within fifty yards of
held for gold cer•erve out at a moment’s notice to hnn- he rnbbed his person in a comical way She was a loanin’ on his shoulder a their rear and ponring their bullets into Goldtificates
actually
gry and insane passengers, and it is with one hand while with the other he weepin, an’ he looked as if he’d lost his the camp, doing considerable havoc. The
outstanding........ $128,553,010
Indians were so much alarmed that they Silver held for silver
aafe, for the trains carry away the assuaged his rath by a furious ringing mother-in-law.”
certificatesactually
ran pell-mell down the ravine and across a
anfferersto die in other localities
of the bell The engineer seconded his
“Mother-in-law!”
outstanding........ 105,085,186
creek
four feet deep. Many of them left U. S. notes held for
One hot, sunny day in midsummer I effortsby letting off shore shrieks and
“That’s a little joke o’ mine, mister.
their firearms behind, and most of the
certificates of dofound myself anticipatingthe pnniah- keeping the locomotive frightfully close I mean he looked like a canned funeral. camp outfit was also abandoned.
pes .t actually outments dne for sins and shortcomings in upon the heels of the wretched youth. I warned ’em not to try the tunnel, for
standing. ........... 26,925,000
The Indians took refnge in a bush on the
this world by waiting for an easternHaving begun life with a strange dis- it was close on to the time for the other side of the creek, from which they Cash held for matured
debt and Interest
feonnd train long overdue, as if the position to take upon myself the ills of lightning express. But they didn’t kept np a desultory fire upon the scouts,
nnpald ...... ...... 6,058,141
Fractional
currency
8,629
trains, like the passengers,disliked ap- others, and finding such practice ex- heed or hear me— jes’ kept on in. Af- who for some time debated the feasibility
proaching the depot at which I suf- tremely unpleasant and useless, I have ter they had left I got that oneasy I of following them over the creek.
Total availablefor reductionof
As the Indians did not appear to have
debt ...........................
$ 266,624.966
gradually trained myself into the other took my lan ter an’ run arter ’em. Jes’
land held for redemption
A surly telegrapher, also ticket agent, extreme, and generally bear the mis- as I come in sight the infernal thing any prisoners with them, and as there was Reserve
of U. 8. notes, net Jnly 12, 1882..
103,000,000
wrbo shot insults and tickets through a fortunes of my friends with a philo- came a roarin’ past Glen Cove— it don’t little hope of accomplishinganylhing by
Unavailablefor redactionof the
pursuit and attack, Capt Steele decided to
debt—
hole at people, told me aftet an hour’s sophical indifferencethat is very com- stopped there— an’ I heard the whistle
retreat Before going away he thought it Fractionalsilver coin..... $31 ,694 ,364
aross-oxamination that was very cross, posing. On this occasion, however, I os the death on wheels plunged into well to inquire after the condition of the Minor coin ................896,115
32,590,480
that my train had brought np in a corn forgot my cynicism and found myself the tunnel I jammed the wall, I tell prisoners, so he sent an interpreter named
field, and I could not possibly get away rnnning under that broiling sun, shak- yez. I could see Len push his girl McKee to the bank of the creek with a flag Cash held for certificates Issued
but not obtained ..... .......... 50,261,940
•fey rail before midnight.
ing my fist, with my heart in my mouth, agin the same so the train might pass of truce.
Net cash balanceon hand ........... 30,093,021
As McKee stepped forward, several bulNow, what to do with myself from at the conductor,aud demanding in the and not touch, an’ like a flash I saw her
Total cash In the Treasury as
the noon of this information to the noon most authoritative manner that he stop tear away. Now. whether she was lets whizzed past him, bnt he went on, and
shown by Treasurer'sgeneral
when
he
reached
the
bank
tiring
ceased.
account ........................$479,570,409
•af night was a question that sorely per- the train.
scart and didn’t know what she was
Reconciliation
June 1, 1885plexed me. I had no books, no papers,
From the depot to the tunnel was about, or wanted to kill herself, can’t He then called out in Indian:
Total debt, old form ................
$1,875,119,930
“Is Big Bear there?”
no anything to relieve the dull monoto- about half a mile ; to accomplish this be known, but she shot right in front
Increasedby—
The answer came from Big Bear himself: Pacific Railroad bonds... $ 64,623.512
ay of that awful time.
distancethe train and idiot occupied ov that train. I saw tbo headlight “Yes."
AccruedInterest thereon. ,615,587
I wandered listlesslyabout the dirty some 20 minutes. The passengers, shine like a flash ov lightning qp a
McKee said: “If you •will deliver our Interest due and unpaid
thereon ....... ......... 11,910
frame and platform.Both were hot crowded at windows and on the plat- white, frightenedface as I crowded people, we will cease firing on yon."
$ 66,231,009
anough to roast potatoes in the shade. forms, took as lively an interest in the back against the wall, an’ then with a
Big Bear in a loud voice replied: “We
I gazed on— nay, I studied all the ool- affair as the entire population of Glen roar like thunder, an’ the whole thing intend to clear you out yet; so beware. "
Total ............................
$1,941,370,033
Decreased byAnother bullet which whizzed dangerared bills, giving picturesque views of Cove that accompanied the train and seemed wiped
a
Gold certificatesIn cash. $ 14,371,350
various towns, and telling in assorted backed the idiot. It was a godsend to sponge had sorter sponged us ously near McKee’s head after the last an- SllvtrcertlHcatesincash.
35,575,530
type the advantages each had over the the passengers, and they expressed ont. I heard the train's thunder sort nouncement apprised him that further par- Certificatesof deposit In
cash ....................
315,003
atner— the only bit of amusement I their satisfaction by the liveliest betting of speed as it left the tunnel, ns if ley would be useless, so he heat a hasty
retreat:
had, and it was very mild. I found in and cheers, first for the locomotive and soundin’ the murder over the land, an’
Total debt, new form ........... $1,891,108,999
Capt. Steele’s loss was as follows:
May 1, 1885guessing at the missing letters of a then for its strange competitor.
I stood there in a sort ov a daze lisnin’
Sergt. Maj. Fury, shot in the breast, Total debt, old form ................
$1,833,907,571
hill which read“Rough line to Chicago”
It was neck and neck between life to that roar die out in the distance. fatal.
In reased by—
aome scamp had cut ont the initial “th” and the locomotive.
false step, a When I come round, which I did in a'
William West, scout, shot through the PacificRailroadbonds .$ 64,623,512
Accrued int. thereon
1,292,470
when the bill had originally read, stumble, and the huge mass of roaring, minit, I ran on. I stumbled over poor leg.
Interest due and unpaid
J. Fisk, shot in the arm.
thereon ...... ........ 13,260
•Through line to Chicago.”
throbbing iron would have gone crush- Len, lyin’ as if dead, an’ then I run up
$ 65,929,242
The Indian loss was considerable,several
While upon the platform gazing at ing over the frail body of the man, who and down at least twice before I saw a
*a accomodation train just in. that was so strangelyimpeded its progress. And heap that looked like a bundle of rags bqdies being found this side of the ravine.
Total ...........................
$1,949,836,814
Decreased by—
Awaiting its conductor leiaurly getting such result was imminent; for the poor soaked in blood, an* will you believe, Middleton has announced that he will purGold
certificates
in
cash..
$28,
625,
290
sue Big Bear until he catches him.
Aiders from the telegrapher,I was at- fellow, exhausted by excitement and the bundle moved. It was only a
Silver certificatesIn cash 32,141,140
tracted by a noisy crowd of men and over-exertion,staggered at times, and quiver, an’ all was still She didn’t
Certificates of deposit In
Portrait or Gmi. Middleton.
cash.; ...................50,000
'
V
boys, gathered about a yonng fellow at times reeled as if about to fall, in a make a lovely corpse when we got it
$60,816,430
whose face indicated the idiotic condi- wav to make me shudder.
together. Some people sickened an’
Total debt, new form ........... $1,889,020,384
tion that originated their entertain- That such would probably have been fainted when they saw it."
Decrease,old form .................8,787,641
.Bient
the result became painfully apparent,
“And
Increase new form ..................2,088,615
Jane
1886He was a tall, broad shouldered, when an abrupt and somewhat unex“We carted him home. The doctors
Cash in the Treasury,old form ..... $479,570,499
well-formed youth, and well dressed for pected termination was pnt to the cruel could not find any bones broken, cuts,
Reduced by certificatesas
•Aoe in his condition. But he had his sport The man stationed at the mouth or hurt inside or out, but he lay sorter
above ...................$50,261,940
Assets not available ...... 82,190,480
clothes half-buttoned, in the loose, of the tunnel and employed to keep its stoopid six weeks and then got np an’
$82,852,420
zeokless manner of one of his class, mnrky depths clear of obstructions, has been looney ever since.”
Total ........................
$396,717,088
while his face, without its intellectual suddenly seized the youth, at the risk
“Poor fellow.”
Cash In the Treasury,new form,
•outlook,was regular in feature, and of his own life, and threw him with
“Should think so. Queerest thing
made np of—
•one could see, had there been a brain some violence to one side. Such was about the poor chap was that he took
Cash available for redaction of debt $366,621,966
Balance
.............................
30,093,021
tb4ck of it, would have been eminently the effort that both rolled over, and the to runnin’ ahead uv trains, goin’
bandsome. As anxiety and care hod huge locomotive,giving a shrill scream through the tunnel a-warnin’ people
$396,717,988
May 1. 1885oeased writing its record of age upon of triumph, dived intq the tunnel, fol- off. He sorter got that hammered out
Cash In the Treasury,old form ..... $483,932,56
his face, it was difficult to tell his age. lowed by the long train, that disap- uv him.”
Reduced by certificatesas
He had the form of a man and the face peared as if the earth had opened and
above ...................
$60,816,430
“The old folks learned a lesson, eh?”
Assets not available ...... 31,837,596
of a child.
swallowedit
“Not much; can’t teach sich old
92,654,026
“It’s the opinion of this crowd, Len.”
I sat down at the month of the sub- stoopids much. They do say the old
Total ........................... $391,278,539
raid the blacksmith to the idiot, “that terranean excavation quite exhausted Jedge has soften'n’ uv the brain, but 1
Cash In the Treasury,new form,
yon can beat that locomotive in a race as the crowd dispersed, and from the don’t believe he had any to solten.”—
made up of—
from here to the tunnel, and we have month of the dark entrance was pleased Bonn PiatL
Cash available for reduction of debt $367,821,117
Balance ............................
23,957,421
diet $10,000 on it”
to find a cool damp air that came ont
The Influence of the C oth.
The poor fellow’s dead face lit np in puffs, as if a dragon were coiled np
Total ............................$391,278,539
Debt less cash in the Treasury,old
with an expressionof delight, so pita- within and panted tint its cold, clammy
Three or four codhnercial travelers
form—
hle that it would have disarmed any breath. I asked the old watchman a were together on a railroad train. One
June 1885 ..........................
$1,395,549,520
other crowd than the one engaged in series of idle questions, of a statistical of them, rather a clerical looking yonng
May 1, 1885 ..........................
1,899,975,005
ohaffing him. He gazed wistfully at sort, such as a man under the oirenm- man, pointed ont a grim-visaged female
Decrease. ........................
$4,425,484
’the huge locomotive that stood hissing stancos always indulges in. He grunted who had just entered the car, and ofDebt leas cash In the Treasury,
new
•
>iu the hot sun as if wrathful at the de- out the exact length of the tunnel, the fered to bet the drinks for the party
June 1, 1885 ..........................
$1,494,301,011
day, and then he turned to the cruel time required to construct . it, the acci- that he could seat himself beside her
We present herewith a portraitof Gen. May 1, 1885 ............
1,477,741,844
orowd as if the suggestion was slowly dents that occurred within his remem- and be pleasantly greeted. The bet Francis Middleton, the commander-in-chief
Decrease. ........................
$3,350,833
working its way through his poor crip- brance, and altogether,in response to was accepted.
of (he forces operatingagainst the Indians
and
half-breeds
in
the
British
Northwest
pled brain.
my leading questions, exhibiteda good
He approached the female, and,
BOGUS BUTTER.
“Go in Len,” cried one of the crowd, deal of information on tunnels. For a stooping politely, sai^ something to her Territory.
"•we’ve got Our money on you, and man to know one thing well is a power. in a low tone of voice.
Sad Ending of a Pleasure Trip.
Dr. Taylor's Inrestlgatlon— Detection BKada
you’re bound to. win.”
It is better, however, to believe you
She immediately made way for him,
Easy and Certain.
rPittsbnrghspecial. 1
•Well give yon fifty yards the start know some one thing and impart the and presently they were engaged in an
Mr. and Mrs. George Dawless and Mr.
[Washington dispatch.]
Tou keep ou the track,” cried the information to yonr friends. It is a animated conversation.
and Mrs. John St. Chur startedfor a pleasDr. Taylor, microscopist of the Depart'blacksmith, “and the thing can’t pass bore at best and just as well when it
Later, when the drinks were being ure ride in a skiff, on the river. The little
ment of Agriculture,has been studying the
takes the shape of a tunnel.
you.”
discussed,the loser of the bet asked the party had not proceeded far from the sus- crystals of bntter and bntterine,and has
I could scarcely believe these scounHaving exausted the hole in the drummer what he had said to the wo- pension bridge when the boat capsized, embodied his conclusionsin a paper on
drels were in earnest,when the surly ground— and really, come to think of man.
throwing them into the river. Mr. and the subject, read before the Microscopical
engineer gave the last bang to his it, there was nothing in it— I spoke of
“I simply asked her,” he replied, “if Mrs. St Clair, who were not far from the Society. ! He believes that the detection of
aoisv bell, exploded a short snort from the late race.
that pew was disengaged.”— Brake'* shore, were quickly rescued, but before spurious bntter has been made easy and
succor could reach the other unfortunate certain. He finds the crystallineformarfhe locomotive in the wav of warning,
“Crazy jackass 1” quoth the senten- Travelers'Magazine.
couple they had snnk beneath the water to tion and action jn the genoine and spurious
tious guardian of the excavation; he’ll
rise no more.
The
Musical
Girl
of
Dubuque.
entirely different.
git killed yet, and sooner the better for
Dubuque Conservatorygirls carry
the track ahead of the train. Fortun- all consamed.”
The Revue Bibliographiquereportsthat
Perry Davis, the originatorof the fam“Why, do they often put him up to their noon lunch in a music roll It
Btelytlh ? engineer caught sight of the
In Paraguay a tribe of Indians with tails ous medicineknown as the “Pain Killer, *
I must symphony to see them at their
poor fellow, and checking the speed that?"
has been discovered.A Gnaycuyos child bos been in the Mercer County (Pennsyl•of the locomotive, . began ringin| him
“No, not frequent They do it on hungovian rhapsodies.— Philadelphia of eight years was captured with a tail a
vania) Alms House for the past fifteen years.
that tatin sometimes, for they hate the
foot long.
rage.

•Dear neighbor of the trelllsod house,
A man should murmur never,
Though treated worse than dog or mouse,
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MECHANICAL,

A Mind

The “Hook

motor,” a new Vienna invention, consiats of an air-tightfurnace,
whose fire is fed by compressed air;
water is injected into the resulting
gases of combustion, and the resulting
mixture of steam and combustion products— called “air steam”— is led directly into the engine. There is thus
presented the fact of machinery without
a boiler, and the results of trials made
with this arrangementare pronounced
in the highest degree satisfactory. The
machine, of six normal horse power,
developed 12.23 effectivehorse power,
with a consumption of coal of 2.2
pounds per hour for each effectivehorse

power.
By this procefs, which in general
use in France, two pieces of horn can
be joined together so pefectly that they
will appear as one piece. The pieces
of horn are first heated before a fire,
and the edges where they are to be
joined carefully scraped until they fit
together exactly. The workman then
takes a pair of pincers, previouslyheated quite hot, and, after moistening the
edges which are to be joined, presses
them together flrmlv and quickly. If
the operation is skillfully performed, a
perfect joint will result, and after the
edges have been dressed smooth with a
fine file and polished with tripoliand
water, it will be hard to tell where the
two pieces are joined together.
By means of

We

believe that all attempts to

appearance. In

of

a set

“half-

clear” balls the two white balls are free

hospital, and

over the gangway into the boat, the

cleaned
and coated with graphite, as in electroplating a smaller article. It is then
placed in a copper bath, the tank of
which is large enough to easily receive
a skin of any size. A dynamo-electric
machine generating a powerful current
furnishes the electricity.The copper
is deposited upon tho coated surface of
the hide to a thicknessof one-sixteenth
to one-eighth of an inch. The plate
thus formed reproduces,but reversed,

Mlfli

j

the vapors of water and of naphtha,

at

^

i
Xnv ^

shown by the fact that while one pound latod by this Incomparablecorrective and invigO! alcohol lias a heat-making power, say orant, no danger to the general health is to be

^en-m^

power equal's
«“t2Sl
five times that of alcohol. While it is
Artemus Ward on Foreigners.
admitted that as much energy is reI recollect a witty remark of Artemus
required to separatethe hydrogen and
oxygen in steam as is produced by their Ward’s at a dinner party when ho viscombustion, it is claimed that "a large ited this city toward tho end of the
part of this energy manifestsitself in a war. Among the guests at the table
was an English lady of pronounced
different form from that of heat
Southern sympathies. Artemus Ward
An improved kind of belting band is
—or, as he was better known to his
now made in Russia of the best quality
friends, Charlie Brown — was in the
of flax, the cost of productionbeing
from twenty-five to sixty per cent, lower
than that of leather belting. It is said
to be unaffectedby changes of temperature, stretches . but very little, is
thoroughly waterproof,is as durable
as leather, and, being without the objectionable joints and splicings of a
leather belt, it runs straighter and
truer. The unusual strength claimed
for this belting is said to result from
its being folded in a peculiar manner,
this fact also accounting for its stretching so little. It is rendered waterproof
by an entirely new process, known only
to the Russian Government — the peculiar characterof this process giving
it, it appears, a most effective grip of
the pulley, and, however long it may
be used, this quality still remains. — Ex.
“Jonah Eaty the Whaley.”
There is a sudden and flaming desire
on the part of fashionable Christians,
especially the young women, to do
evangelistic work ; and certainly no fun
ought to be made of those zealous girls
in the Fifth Avenue Presbyterian

Church who, even though they

in-

indulged their desire to be
exclusive and odd in their efforts by
gathering about seventy Chinamen into
the luxurious Sunday-schoolroom of
the wealthiest church in New York,
are attractively earnest in the movement. Jonah’s famous fishing excursion was the subject of tho lesson on
the Sunday of my visit, and it required
cidentally

than on the topic of her instruction—to
conclude that tho swallowing of the
whale by Jonah beat anything they had
previously come across in a religious
way. The one girl whose argument I
heard was endeavoringto turn the
minds of her pupils from the phvsical
difficultiesof the case to a consideration of its moral aspect, but with rather
a discouraginglysmall degree of success. After her most laboriousdissertation, one of the Chinamen, being asked
if he comprehended,replied placidly.
“Certainly, m’m—
eaty the
whaley.”—JVem York Cor. Utica Observer.

JonA

For the Victims of
Dr. Foote’s Heaft

Alcohol.

Monthly

savs the
following jrecipe for the cure of drunk-*
enness, or to assist in overcomingthe
A

appetite for alcoholics, is going the
rounds. It is: Sulphate of iron, 10
grains ; magnesia, 40 grains ; peppermint
water, 44 drams; spirits of nutmeg, 4
drams. Dose, one tablespOonfultwice
a
' , n;

day.

aPirriilFiEiR..
GUARANTEED.
H. H.

SATISFACTION
ft CO , Rochester,N

WARNER

T

ALL STOMACH

middle of a long tirade against the enemies of tho Union, for he was a loyal
Northerner. Especiallybitter was be
against “those foreigners”for what ho
termed their cowardly conduct toward
the Union. As he waxed more vehement the English lady grew redder and
redder, and her fellow-guestsglanced
mischievously in her direction. Suddenly Artemus stopped short. He realized that something was not exactly
right. Glancing suspiciously at the
English lady, he strove to discern her
nationality. He realized that she was
not an American. Then, with that ex-

_

used in paint-

important.

New York City,
save Baggage Expressageand Carriage Hire, and
stop at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand
Central Depot: 600 elegant rooms fittedup at a
cost of one million dollars, reduced to $1 and
upwards per day. European plan. Elevator,
Restaurantsuppliedwith the beet. Horse cabs,
stage, and elevated railroad to all depots.Families can live better for less money at the Grand
Union than at any first-classhotel In the city.
When you

visit or leave

Never judge a man’s character by
litical

his po-

Summer

He Who Becomes a Treasurer
Money

for

Another

It

ALLEN’S LUNO BAL-

NEW EVIDENCE:

add:
niaoE, Pa., April 7.UH.
I took s violent cold and it
my lanes,«o
ranch ao that at timee I apit 1
H LUNG
BALSAM waa recommended to me as a i
remedy.
1 took it, and am now aound and well.
Yours respectfully, A. J.
A. J.COLBOM, Esq., Editor of (ho Monsriet /feniid.
writes: I can recommend ALLEN'H LUNG BALSAkl
as being the best remedy for Colds and Coughs 1 ever
uaed. ------------- ------- Cough* 1 ever

Gentlemen:-!can

ch ee rtu
'uj ronr^Ariffiv r
Ibave told for the putflUeen
than any cough remedy, and gives
general satisfaction.Tla fiwiusnUyrecommended
by the medial provision here.
Yours
H. 0. MOONEY. Druggist.

LUNG BALSAM, which
year*, sell* better

truly,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

—I

PATENTS

!«•»&»

uniforms

Cucumber*.
The cucumber Is a peaceful-looklngvegetable, but has been the cause of a vast
amount of intestinal horror. The man who
lies awake at night writhing in pain with a
stomach full of undigestedcucumbers wishes
this harmless-lookingenemy of the human
race bad never been Invented.But even for
the oolio and cramps wbloh the mlsehicvous
cucumber brings on, speedy and certainrelief
is found in Pebbt Davis' Pain Killer.

For Bronchial, Asthmatic, and Pulmonary
Complahgs,
“Armen's Bronchial Trocha” manifestremarkable curative properties. Hold only in
boxer.

_

BOOK-KEEPINGsent

.

~ i.

COOK, 141 tint

USE

on receipt of 25c in
Ave., New York.

Hops&Ma^Dyspepsia,
'Sgsifr^EBai

BITTERS

mm

“ The Poultry Keeper” of Chicago is pronouncedthe be?t poultry Journal Jn
the country. Allof .tho leading poultry brsedAngels and
»
ers indorse it It has now a circulationof
Never conclude that your bright-eved 100,000copies monthly. If you want to be
darling is an ethereal creature who lives up with the times, read their advertisement
upon the sunshine of your manlv love In another column.

fails

JON ES ho sap ikt fto1«kt-fcrfta*
PrW# Liu mootioo ihli oopor aaA

seo<»

DEDERICK’8 HAY

IT IB

LoriUard’a Climax Plug

Order on trial, addresa for circular and locationoff
Western and Southern Storehonres and Agents.
K.
ft 00., Albany, N.

«

DIDMIOK

Y»

LYMAN

The

Eiquisite Pleasure! Afforded kj

Finllf Reunions.
In this broad land, teeming with a*
wealth of natural resonroei and advantages, there is a lamentable tendency for*
familiesto become widely separated a»
its members arrive at matnrity. It frequently occurs that a mother mast travel,
a thousand miles or more in order to*
visit her several children and their families. The exquisite pleasure afforded
by a family reunion is, alas! too seldom,
enjoyed. Not alwayflis it convenient
for sons and daughters to leave their
homes and little ones to gather around
the old hearthstone.Would that thecustom could more frequently be indulged in. On mauy occasions illnesw
in the family is a restraining cause. Too*
often the monster disease enters an
otherwisehappy home, despoiling a
parent, afflictinga child. Oar dnty toourselves and to our little ones demands
that we make good health the one grand
study aud object of our lives. A terrible master is disease,insatiable and
unrelenting.At first with deceptive,
alluringways he gains a foothold,while*
his victim murmurs “it is nothing only
ft little pain, only a feeling of war~
iness, only a slight disorder," until eventuallydiseaseassumes complete
control. Fight (he monster in the start!
meet him at his first approach!! by using

DR. GUYttOTTS

make you feel fresh, the blood
be made pure and circulate with
more vim. Sores and pimples will disappear, the urinary and digestive or.
It will

will

gans will gain strength, and perform
their functions without pain, whila
robust health, strength,freedom from
aches, etc., and happy content be tha
result, and longevity your reward.

D* IX)0TE'“ Original METHODS
OLD EYES

!,2SrS?;^nft0Ln

RE^oo'^rittliUlllB

RUPTU

Mfrai

Dr, I. B, FOOT!, Box 7I8,H,

C.N.U.
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Y.aty.
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MALT

YELLOW
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100,000 PRESENTS! Tm ^.ucmmv

AND SPEEDY

;
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worst for
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PRESSEb.
keeping the one
that suit*

THOU*

Pancakes.

until the cook has been asked an to the
The. Frazer Is kept by all dealers. One box
pile of pancakes which the angel can lasts as long as two of any othei .
get away with when she is breakfasting
Is afflicted with Sore Byes, use Dr. Isaac
Alone.— Fall Fiver Advance.
Thompson s Eye Water. Druggistssell it. ibc.

nsver

bihcimmicn!

Tw

KIDNEY

MALE COMPLAINTS, Hops and
i

Iros Lomi, StoolBtariafi,Braa*Boat aa4 Boom Sol.

and

Liver

And

.

'ONES

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS*.
ilthffxR;.-”0" “wllie

is

SAFE, SURE

WAGON SCALES.

aware

R-u-

••ElrctoilcunBalm” to Develop tho
M|tbcleb to nny Size, By mail, 91. T.W.
Don ough, 1 20 firewater 8t.. Detroit. Mich.

estimated that 100,000 die yearly from
Consumption! Many fall victims through
their own Imprudence.A better remedy than
ALLEN’S LUNG BALSAM, for effectinga
perfectcure, cannot be found. Physicians
Health Restorer,
are recommending it.
A perfectrenovator and invigoratorof the
system, carrying away all poisonous matter,
Fob dyspepsia, indigestion,depressionof and restoringthe blood ton healthy condispirits,and general debility in their various tion, enrichingit, refreshingand Invigorating
forms: also, as a preventiveagainst fever and both mind and body. As a cure for RHEUague, and other intermittent fevers, tho MATICS it haa no eqnaL
“ Ferro-Phoaphorated Elixir of Calhaya,”
made t>y Caswell,Hasard Sc Co., of New York,
and sold by all druggists, Is tho best tonic: In all oases of Indigestion,Biliousness, Conand for patients recovering from fever or stipation, Headache,Lees of Appetite,Piles,
other sickness it has no eouaL
Neuralgia, Nervous disorders and all FEIt

d&k

stampa.

WILL CURE

AN'OARD

tw how severe. Price, 80.00.
How much more

(LM)

AGENTS

v

sible for a Safe Return.

Dint.

and

-

of

--

When

off

Respon-

Green fruit and bad vegetables,which are
particularlyplentiful at this season of the
year, almost invariablydisordertho stomach
and superinducecramps, cholera morbus, J. II, HARRIS & GO,
Props.
and what is worse, diarrhea and chronic dysentery. People who desire to preserve their
health should be exceedingly careful about
cellent raffinement d’esprit which their diet at this season, and at no time FOR SALE by all MEDICINE DEALERS.
they be without a supply of Perry
'stamped his character, he leaned over should
Davis’ Pain Killer, the safest, surest, and
ut the knife.
and said, apologetically: “Mrs. S., speediest remedy for all troubles of the
--------- Address
Aurora, KansCo., 111.
when— I— er— spoke— er— of foreigners stomach or bowels. All druggistssell it.
Sltnatlons
was referring—only to— to— neLAftarBEi.
“Put up” at the Gault House.
le, Wis.
groes and Chinese l”—5an Francisco
Tho business man or tourist will find firstIngleside.
class accommodations
at tho low prioo of $2
and 12.50 per day at the Gault House, Chicago, corner Clinton and Madison streets. This
Life in the Paris Sewers
Is possible, for a short time, to the robust, far-famed hotel is located In the center of tho
but the majority of refined persons would city, only one block from the Union Depot.
Patent Atfya. Washington. D. 0.
preior immediate death to existencein their Elevator:all appointments first-clsss.
Hoyt Sc Gates, Proprietors.
reeking atmosphere. How much more revoltingto bo in one's self a iiciny newer. Hut
W. II. WorthlafftoM' editor of the
this is actuallythe cose with those in whom
the inactivityof the liver drives tho refuse “Patrons of Husbandry,”published at CoBaauUfullylllattratod Caui^a af D<»»|
matter of the body to escape through tho lumbus, Moss., writes under date of Febtip Dwm Cetra UmroMu. SO Mtur*!1
fatfcloa plalai. lilwlratteMaaJ prten
lungs, breath, tho pores, kidneys, and bladder. ruary 25, 1882: “Your great remedy, Allen’s
of Hak.Hilmtti,
Cap, Pouch*., B*lb,
Lung Balsam, I have used in my family for
It Is astonishingthat life remains in su h a
fifteen years for coughs and colds, and know
dwelling. Dr. Pierce's “Golden Medical DIs
Utm, Oallont,OrnaaonU,bad and Ptocm
covery’’restores normal purity to tho sy* It to be the best.”
•too Finland SanxM, Cu Lump*, He.
tern and renews the whole being.
MaiUd fro*. LYON k HtALY, Chicago

love,

,

don*

The Lest adapted to iorm of inxly,

reputation.
Spring and

—

'ONumram
5 TON

THS.S^^.TUE

IN°
is

C

proved up. jVrite C. Kiutp, Beatrice, Nad*.

FOR

FOLLOW-

a fast color, when It
ing towns.

have ever found.” Mrs.

of Portland,Mo., says: “It bos done for meall it claimed to, and I cheerfully rooomraenib
it to all suuering as I havedone.”Mrs. D. H.
E
, of Islington,Va., says: “l have takem
one bottle, and I tshure you I feel a great
deal better. 1 teeXttrt.nyanevtr,and I’venevnr
lelt a pain in my l aok since the second doee£;
WANTED— HOMESTEADS in NorthernKtnmw
not

“Favorite Prescription.’’Any druggist.
is

I

-

Pr^na

c WS52J&00- WAITED
you receive a note from your ladykiss it (as, of course, you are expected to do), why is it like the nightmare? I LIMB LOST ffcM”o|aBwSssenf2ee!
WritetoPr.LcBOY, 119 Madison 8L. Chicago,111
only a cursory view of the classes—the Because It is' the ink-you-buss.
NEW SELF-INSTRUCTORIN DOUBLE JSNTBY
semicircleof yellow, slant-eyed, blank-

faced men, gazing with 'manifestly
greater interest on the fair teacher

BLOOD

responsible is he who has in
charge the health and life of a human being.
We have consideredwell the responsibility,and
“Her face so fair, as flesh it seemed not.
^
onr
But heaveplyportrait of bright angel's hue,
SAM, which for twenty-five years has been faClear os the sky, withont a blame or blot.
vorably known as one of the best and purest
Through goodly mixture of complexionsdue,
remediesfor all Throat and Lnns Diseases, we
And in her cheeks the vermeil red did show.’'
are p&rtlonlar to use nothingbnt the best Ingre'i bis is tho poet’s dosoription
of a woman dient*.NO OPIUM in any form enters its oomwhoso physical system was in a perfectly posltlon.It is to yonr interest to stand bvthe
sound and healthy state, with every function old and tried remedy. ALLEN'S LUNO BALacting properly, and is the enviablecondition SAM, and see that a bottle is always kept on
of Its fair patrons produced by Dr. Pierce’s hand for Immediite use. READ THE

Red

Compound

Banta Fe, says: “ Your Compound baa
me a great deal of go; d.” Mrs. H. 8. 9

Throw Away Trusses

the temperature at which steam is pro- ! ter8 ,nVarlablyhM tho c^ect of renewing the
duced, the hydrogen in both is set iree,
of * torp,d UT'5r’ reBtorln*
ready to be used in producing the moat
"nderOr corset is tight lacing that gives some
intenselyhot flame known to science. |
b reenUr The women such a stayed appearance.

cures effected by her Vegetable

female sox
[oopvmoMTiD].

above-named and employ tho

avo,dfl,,• A course of Hostetler's Stomach Fit-

by

-

&

UNEQUALED.
01.00
BOTTXaHI,

M8oaate organs. Such a culminationis easily

variety In tho letters received

-

INDIGESTION,

radical, new rootbod, guaranteed to permanently euro the worst i asos
of rupture.Send two letter stamps for references pamphlet, and terms. World's Dispensary Medical Association,803 Main street,
Buffalo, N. Y.

to

Mrs. Lydia E. Plnkhara, testifyingto the

women in alisections.Mrs. 0—,of Tcronuv
says: “1 have taken throe bottles with vwy
gratifyingresulta” Mrs. Stephen B
,or
Sbeilington, Quebec, says: “I am now using*
the fourth bottle and have derivedgroat benefit already.”Sarah C
, of Eugene Citj^
Oregon, says: “it to the beat medicine forth*

tremely sensitiveto weather changes, that man’s fears predispose him to inand balls often crack while exposed in fection, or perhaps actually produce
JL
show casea.— American Culticator.
the very disease of which he was so
afraid ? It was certainly very remark- H. H. WARNER AGO., Rooheeter,N. Y.
There I* Trouble In Store
able that, of all the 550 persons on
HoKjD. D. 8. BROWN, Rocheater,N. Y., uaod WarFor those who ne«lect to rectifyirregularitiesof board that ship, he should have been ner** TlPPEOAEOE.Tho Bent, for stomach derange*
the stomach, liver and bowels, which they fool- the only one to suffer.— LeRer in Bos- menu, and waa aatoniahedat the good it did him.
ishly Imagine will "come right of themselves." ton Transcript.

consider a triflingdisorder of the

There

and the great relief afforded to thousands ot

from enamel, but from the colored carpenter went to the extrbme point of
balls the enamel has not been removed. the bow so as to be os far from conThe balls are colored with aniline dyes. tagion as possible. After remaining as
01.00 JL
“Season checks” are balls which have long as was considered sufficient for
become cracked or “checked” in season- the safety of all concerned, I set sail H. H. WARNER & CO., Rochester,N. Y.
ing. The blocks, after being roughed, for Melbourne, but a few days out the
Ret. W. 8. BRATHWA1TF, Red
R<
Bank, N. J., was
are allowed to season for six months. carpenter was taken down by an attack cured of dripepsla and other etomach
eU
disorder* by
Warner's
Tippecamoi,
The
Beat.
During this period fnany of them be- of a mild form of small-pox.I landed
come cracked. The cracks are not of him at the quarantine in Melbourne,
FOB
consequence so far as use is concerned and not another person had the disease
unless they are large. Ivory is ex- or any symptoms of it Now, did not

every mark and minute vein
vein of the Of this ailly error such persona are usually disaleatner, so that a print taken from it is | bused by the developmentof some serious chronan exact copy of the originalin every I ic malady, traceable to what they were pleased to
|

the^USS&kbest

BOTTXsB.

is desired to imitate is first well

that by mixing

when we lowered him

TippecanoE

DISORDERS.

tractive leather surfaces are now completely imitated. The leather which it

Investigationshows

Variety the Spice of Lift.

In the year 1855 1 commanded a ship
billard balls of anything but ivory have bound from Hong Kong to Melbourne,
been failures, though celluloid is used in Australia. We had on board 500
for pool balls. The material of which Chinese passengers(not coolies), and
they are made is imported from Asia two cabin passengers,which, with myand Africa in tusk form. The principal self and wife, officers and crew, made a
points of exportationare Zanzibar and total of 550 souls. A few days’ sail
West Cape. Ivory is steadily rising in from Hong Kong one of the passengers
price. As the elephant takes great was taken down with the regular smallpleasure in sticking his tusk in the pox. Hero was a truly deplorable
earth, and uses it almost exclusively situation, for probably not one* of the
for rooting purposes, the original color Chinese passengers hod ever heard of
soon gives place to a darkish brown. tho word vaccination. I immediatelv
The natural color is preserved in the resolvedto steer for the English colony
manufacture *of certain articles,but is of Singapore, where there was a
necessarily dispensed with in the man- hospital, and where I could land my
ufacture of billiard balls. The tusk is sick passengers,after which I would
sawed into blocks and then put into a remam a few days in order to ascertain
lathe. Hot more than a sixteenth of an whether any more cases would break
inch is lost in turning the balls, and out I placed my patient in a room as
from every “block” are procured two , far removed from other patients as I
rings. Billiard balls are divided into could, and only the steward and myself
three qualities, “all clear,” “half were allowed to care for him. The
clear,” and “season checks.” The first carpenter of the ship seemed to have
quality is entirely free from enamel, the most intense apprehensions about
which tonus the bark or outer cover- contagion,and dreaded the disease so
ing. This enamel has just os much much that he avoided in every way
gluten and elasticityin it as clear ivory, possible the cabin where the passenger
and does not interferewith the effi- lay sick. When we arrived at Singaciency of the ball, but merely shows a pore, I had the patipnt removed to the
flaw in

electricity the most at-

detail.

Inflection.

make

-~P±

CO., Detroit, Mich.
<7-

to

forward aihoarioUflM•*

Board

of

Education.

Holland, Micb., June 1, 1885.
Hecular meetlue. Members present,
Kremers, Ranters, Steffens, De Ron and
Beach.
The minutes of May 4th and Uth were
read and adopted.
The visiting committee reported that in
the ward school the blackboard was in
poor condition,and that the platform
ought to be lowered.— Report accepted and
IfifcircdtO committee on buildingsand

$12,000.00
worth of Goods must be sold in order to meet the obligationsto creditors.

“UNHEARD OF BARGAINS”

repairs with jtower trt ftCf.
Motion by Inspector De

Roo that the
jBQOey received from the city dog tax
fund be placed to the credit of the incidental fund.— Carried.
The secretaryread a Communication
from Inspector Beach, tendering his resignation as Member of the committee on
buildings ana repairs.— Accepted.
Ins. Ha
Harrington here appeared and took

In Dry Goods, Clotting, Gents’ Foniisliiig Goods,

tad Boots aid Shoes.

his seat.

Motion by Ina. Beach to have the applications for teaching read.— Carried and

And Winter

read.

applications
r
G. P. Hummer
made a verbal ap• Prc jf.
--plication.
The applications of the following teach
ers were accepted and thny re-appointed:
‘8. S. J. Hh
Misfe A. Breyraan, Mrs
Miss S. Ledeboer,Miss A. Clark, Miss A.
A. Cunningham, Miss H. H. Pennell,
Miss K. E. Vaupell, Miss R. Vsrbeek.
Motion by Ins. De Roo to refer the balance of the applications to the committee
on teachers and that they report at the
next meeting.— Carried.
The superintendent'sreport for the

month of May was received and on motion placed on die.
Motion by De Roo to’ re-appointProf.
G. P. Summer as superinieudent.— Car-

POWDER

to

Juno

Winter Dress Goods,

PILLS COME
25 YEARS

Minutes of June 1st read and approved.
. Motion by Ins. Beach to suspend the
regular order of business.— Carried.

The committee on teachersto whom
was referred applicationo for teaching in
the public schools, and who were to make
recommendations for vacanciesfrom the
same, ofieredthe following report:
Gentlemen:— Your committee on
teachers to whom was referred the applications for teaching in the public schools,
from which applications your committee
was directed to make recommendations
for vacancies in the schools, respectfully
report that they have had the same under
consideration and would recommeud the

following:Miss Anna B. Henjes, Miss
Dell 8. Servls, Miss Christina Vaupell
and Miss Emma Worth. Your committee
would '•espectfully ask further time before
reportingon applicationsfor the high
school. All of which is respectfullysub____
mitted.— P. H. McBride, C. J. DeRoo.
Motion by Inspector Harrington to
strike out t^e name of Miss Emma Worth
and to insert the name of Francis M.
Wesiveer.— Carried.
Moved by Ins. McBride that the name
of Francis M. Westveer be dropped and
the name of Miss Minnie 3lobr be substituted.—Ruled out of order by the president on the ground that Miss Mohr was
.

not an applicant.
Ins. McBride appealed to the board
from the decision of the President. On
being brought to a vote the chair was sustained.
Ins. Harringtonmoved to substitute the
came o( Miss Hannah Roost for that of
Miss A. B. Henjes.— Lost.
Ins. McBride moved that the name of
Frances M. Westveer be dropped and that
of Maggie B. Pfanstiebl be inserted.— Lost.
Ins. Harrington moved that the report

1b

TUTT’S PILLS

at

adapted
to such cases, one dose effects such a

TUTTS WHianxs
HAIR

if

8t.,

Dress Goods, Table Linens,

Moved

by Ins. Beach that the necessary
arrangementsfor tbe graduatingexercises
be referred to the committee on teachers
with power to act.— Carried.
The president appointedIni. De Roo as
member of committee on buildings and
repairs in the place of Ins. Beach, resigned. Ins. De Roo declined the appointment. Ins. Harrington was then apF

pointed.
Board adjourned,

always on hand.

Theron P. Keator, Editor

of Ft.

I

five

have always used Dr. King’s New
Discovery, for coughe of moet severe

years

character, as well as for those of a milder

type. It never fails to effect a speedy
core. My friends to whom I have recommended it speak of it in same high terms.
Having been cared by
have had

it

for live years,

of every coagh
1 consider

it

I

the

have the agency in this city
for the celebrated

Needle Gas Lamp.

Store

and get

a free trial

^

f^f^ae.

Holland, June

more

effective, dote for dose,

than any other blood medicine.

Brackets, etc.,

made and
Dealer In the leading class of agriculturalimple-

ments, SBch_aa Engines, Threshers, Saw Mills,
Wind Mills, Self-binding Reapers, ________
Mowers,. _BugOffice and .Shop on River street, gtes, Wagons, Plows, Spring Tooth Harrows, all
that Karmere need except money,
ley, and that yon
near the corner of Tenth street,
I can make by buying of me as I will
very rearill sell
si "
sonable. Fair dealing
and good goodi
__________

_

Holland, May

27,

HUNTLEY.

COMB AND SEE ME.
PETER H. WILMS.

1883.

Holland, April 22, 1885.

y

~

;le, and lies

breeding of cat*

only from 3 1:2 to 7 miles from the well settled

places of Olivia, Renville, and Sacred Heart, on the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul railroad, and only from 8 to 12 miles
from the stations, Wilmar, St. Johns, and Kerkhaven, on the
competing line of the St. Paul, Minneapolis & Manitoba R. R.
The price is from $6 to $8 per acre, easy terms, interest at 7
per cent. All agriculturalproducts, which are raised in Iowa
thrive upon these lands and compare favorably with any pro*'*
has just received a large stock of tbe latest ducts raised in this country, and, being raised near large
styles of Ladies’ aud Gentlemen's
cities, command a high price. Wood and coal can be had cheap.
We will help, financially, during the first years, the building
of Churches and the paying of salaries to ministers.
In Olivia, Mr. T. Haan, our agent, will show these
among which are the celebrated
lands free to all who desire to look them over, and as he
keeps a hotel, will accommodate landseekers at a low* rate.
The undermentioned gentlemen have seen our lands: Rev.

W-tf

E.

SODA

SOOTS A SHOES

Best intheWorTcL

H. WYKHUYSEN,
indealt*

HEROLD,

'

GROYER HAND SEWED

SHOES.

Walsh, Holland; Antony Wiersema, mail clerk, Holland; C.
Blom, merchant, Holland; W. H. Rogers, editor, Holland; C.
Solid Gold and Plated Chains.
Repairing promptly and neatly
Dok, butcher, Holland; all of whom have seen the land to
done
Ladies' and Gents’ Lockets,
their entire satisfaction,and have given us permission to pubSilverware, Platedware,
lish that they find the foregoing to be true, and that they
I also

keep on band a

full

CALL AND SEE

Spectacles!

43,

EIGHTH STREET.
E.

Holland, Mich., March

HEROLD.

18,

1884.

stock of

SILVERWARE
is

unsurpassedin

1885

this city.

Rose
Particular attention is called to the fact
that all my goods are flnvclass and are
•old at low prices.

Coma

ia

aad *m usy Stack.

TOTH

ITKKBT, OFPOOTl
H.

will

ve full informatioil.

J^rstclass return tickets from Chicago, Milwaukee,

Hue of

NO.

My

ITS.

Leif,

W

FuuCit

Navy Clippings

and Orange <Jity, to our lands, we sell for ten ( dollars
only. Excursions will leave these places under our own
management. Return tickets from Holland, Muskegon,
Grand Haven and Grand Rapids for seventeen dollars only.
Go and judge for yourself. Write or apply to

FREDEBICKSEN & CO and
PBIVS

ft

ZVAHENBUBO,
51 S.

and Snuffs

|J6«2,

PUfT CHURCH.
WYKHUT8BN.

Clark

St.

Chicago

283 Sibley St. St. Paul, Minn.
For information, apply to Isaac Marsilje and John C.
Post, Esq., at Holland, Jan Garvelink at Graafschap, John
Gifts, 151 S. Rose St., Kalamazoo; Albert Riddering, Drenthe,
Mich.; C. Van Loo, Zeeland, Mich.; C. Jolderstoa, Jamestown, Mich ; or to S. Wesselins, attorney, Grand Rapids.

15a3m

Holla gp, Mich., Oct. M. 18SS.

mi;
i&ij

12-1

MINNESOTA

anolis.
ipolis, is finer
finely adapted to Agriculture, the

1883.

Splendid Bargain.

size $1.00.

is

14,

Will aell dwelling, bouM consisting of seven
rooms In good repair,also oothonse of 14x28 feet,
at a bargain . Reason , too far away from my place
of business. Uonse and lot located on Ninth St.,
between Pine and River atreeta.
J. R. KLEYN. •

bottle. Luge

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla requiresa smaller

Doors, Blinds, Mouldings,

DDTCH SETTLEMENT

^

gfs-;

doee, and

Hand Railing, Sash

These lamps are a great im
movement on all other lamps
IN
!
eoth as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
Frederiksen & Go., Frins & Zwanenburg
which they give. Call and
see them.
offer to sell to the public 34,000 acres of land in the counties
.....
[dr - and Chippewa in Minnesota. The
of~ Renville,
Kandiyohi
Govds delivered
]and8 are onl about 100 mi]e8 we£ of 8t. paul and M}nne.

only reliable and sure cure for Ceughs,

Colde, etc.” Call at H. Walah’s Drag

done on short notice.

JA8.

Jewelry and Clocks.

Wayne,

Planing and Be-sawing

furnished.

vu

relieveall bib
iiona trouble*.
twslj WistiMi; go Sripiag. Mot No. Ml Snob*

,

lod., Oautte, writes: “For the past

ished and completed.

Stairs,

and complete line of

full

Secure Healthy

Dk Roo, Secretary.

Editor’i Tribute.

of buildings, fin-

White Goods,

CROCKERY

MIS

LIVEi

all

Etc., in endless variety.
A

to tha Id

Celebrated Wooded Drire Welle!

Porcelaln-llned,Iron-lined, Map'a Cylinder
and all the ditlerentkinds of pnmpa.ptpe and iron.

Estimates given for

New York*

IMAM

WILIMIS

AND WOODEN PUMPS,

tbe store of

Skirts, Hosiery,

EC.

WiMs’

the stock of

WYNHOFF

B.

Ghat Hath or
changed to a
Glorst Black by a single application of
tbi* Dtb. It imparts a natural color, acts
instantaneously. Sold by Druggists,or
sent by express on receipt of gl.

44 Murray

HUNTLEY, B.

Manufacturerof

kinds

<

Office,

in

are especially

change of feeling aa to astonish the sufferer.
They Increase the Appetite .And cause the
IkxI/ to Take on FleshAbus the system *~
nourished,and by their T'alc Action OB
me Digestive Organs, It •cular Stools a
produced. Price aSc, 41 Htnrrmy

Moved by Ins. Harringtonthat H. Toren
be appointed as Janitor of the Union
school for (he ensuing year at the same
•alary as last year. Substitute offered by

Substitute carried.

going on

JAS.

Dry Goods & Groceries,

CONSTIPATION.

ried.

public schools for the ensning year.—

1885,

Genuine Cyclone

—Carried.
Ins. De Roo moved that the salariesfor
the ensuing year for teachers and rooms
be as follows: salary of superintendent,
$1,000} Room No. 1, $850; No. 2, $325’;
No’s. 3, 4, 5, 0, 12, $300; No’s 6, 7, 8, 10,
11, $275; for experierced teachers and
$225 for new teachers; Ward school, $350.
Amended by Ins. McBride to raise tbe
salary of room No. 2, from $325 to $350.
—Amendment and motion carried.
Ins. De Kuo moved that Mr. C. De Jong
be appointed Janitor of the Ward school
for ten months at a salary of $30.— Car-

Cm

22,

TORPID LIVER.

Lots of appetite,Bowels eoative, Pale la
the head, with a dell eeneatloa la tho
back part, Pain onder the ahoalderblade, Fallnoas niter eating,with adleiacUoatloatoexertion of body ormlad,
Irritability of temper, Low splrlta, with
a feeling of haring neglected lame doty,
Wcaiineao,DIxxlneM, Flattering at tha
Heart, Dots before the eyet, Headache
over the right eye, ReetleuaeM, with
fitful dreamt, Highly colored Urine, and

to obtaining a teacher for the high schdbi

Ins. Beach that a notice be placed in the
Holland
News that the board will
receive applications uniil the next regular
meeting,for the position of Janitor in the

BEST BABO-AIHSTS

E. J. Harrington.

Holland, Mich., Jan.

SYMPTOMS OP A

Q-jET

and

The GreatestMedjcMTriumphOf the Age!

be adopted as amended. Amended by
Ins. Beach that the report be adopted
striking out the name of Frances M. Westveer.— Amendment lost. Motion carried.
Ins. Harrington moved that the committee on Teachers be instructed to correspond with outside parties with regard

An

EARLir

IN USE.

pres-

Style Prints, i Dress Patterns.

numbers will be sold at a great sacrifice.

In large

ent.

C. J.

New

TUFTS H-A-TS A.2STD

1885.

Adjourned meeting members all

and examine the stock of

call

Absolutely Pure.

8.

June 8th,

Ladiesjare invited to

This powder never varies.A marvel Of purity,
strengthand whoiesomcness.
wholesomeness. .More
More economical
than the ordinarykinds, and cannot be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alnm or phosphatepowders. 'Bold only in
cans. Rotal Bakimo PownBaCo.,106 Wal-st,N.Y.

ried.

Adjourned

Suits of Clothes at Greatly Reduced Prices.

tiigalw!

J#

.

